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AGENDA Is interested in receiving items from
you for etcetera. Press clippings, press
releases, summaries of local events and any
other ideas or suggestions are welcome. Just
mail them to: Etcetera Editor, AGENDA,
220 S. Main St, Ann Arbor, Ml 48104

•25 WIN ES 8Y THE GLASS
•EXTRAVAGANT DESSERTS

"Love & Money" for AGENDA
Big Dave and the Ultrasonics, on a roll
after their recent release of "Love & Money"
on the Schoolkids' label, will give a benefit
performance for AGENDA on Thurs. Jan.
13 at the Blind Pig. Doors open at 9:30 pm.
Admission is $5. Call 996-8018 for more
information.

•DAILY VKETARIAN SPECIALS
SEXOOOO, PASTXV&. STEAK

CALL-AHEAD SEATING!

FUN
SOPHISTICATED!

Guatemala Refugee Return Update
The return of a group of 1,347 Guatemalans who had taken refuge in Mexico, originally set to begin on November 22, has been
delayed. What was to have been the town
center of a farm cooperative is instead being
held by an army garrison, contrary to an
agreement between the refugees and the
government. Noting a history of military
violence which forced civilians to flee the
country in the first place, refugee spokesperson Carlos Mendoza said, "We cannot
allow them to be beside us. The army is the
root of terror, the root of poverty. They have
brought us much pain. They are the biggest
obstacle in our lives."
The obstruction of this group's return
bodes ill for some 43,000 other Guatemalans living in UN-recognized camps in Southem Mexico. The refugees and their supporters call for international pressure, including letters to the U.S. Congress, to make the
Guatemalan army vacate the co-op's lands.
Scholarship Opportunity
The Ann Arbor Center for Independent
Living will award the John R. Weir Scholarship in February. Students with a disability
who will graduate from high school in
Washtenaw, Livingston, Monroe, Lenawee
or Jackson Counties in spring 1994, and
who plan to attend college, are encouraged
to apply.
Over 40 donors contributed to the John
R. Weir Endowment $1,000 scholarship,
which includes an opportunity for a paid
internship. Scholarship applications must
be received by Jan. 10 at AACIL. For more
information call 971-0277 or 971-0310
(TDD).
Tax Help for Seniors
The Washtenaw County Council on Aging (WCCOA) helps seniors prepare income
tax forms for property tax rebates, home
heating credits and prescription drug rebates. Volunteers perform such services
through home visits or by appointment at
the WCCOA offices. For more info., or to set
up an appointment, call 665-3625.
Feds Order Friendshipments to Stop
Pastors for Peace, which organizes
"Friendshtpments" of humanitarian aid to
Cuba, was recently served with a "Cease
and Desist" order from the U.S. Treasury
Department. The shipments defy U.S. embargo laws against contact with Cuba.
The project which the Clinton administration seeks to stop is the construction of a
house for a disabled Havana couple who
lost their home to a March 1993 hurricane.
Pastors for Peace pledges to defy the order.
Other illegal acts of aid, trade and travel are
in the works for 1994. To participate, or for
more information, call (612) 378-0062.
Holiday Evergreen Tree Collection
The City of Ann Arbor will collect holiday
evergreens for mulching or composting.
Curbside pick-up will be on normal refuse
days between Mon. Jan. 10 and Fri. Jan. 21.
Trees may also be left at Swift Run Park, at
E. Ellsworth and Platt Roads throughout
January. After January, take trees to the
City of Ann Arbor Compost Center, 4120
Platt Road. To learn more, call 994-2807.

New Program for Problem Drinkers
Moderation Management (MM), a new
support group in Ann Arbor, is designed to
help certain individuals with drinking problems. MM differs from most programs in
that it does not insist that people must
entirely stop drinking before the problem
can be controlled. Although a controversial
approach, and one not recommended for
severely dependent persons, supporters argue that the problem is effective with some
problem drinkers.
The professionally-reviewed MM program
provides guidance toward moderation and
positive lifestyle changes. Meetings promote
self-management, self-discovery, and skills
needed for a balanced life. Meetings are
Tuesdays from 7 to 8 pm at the First Unitarian Universalist Church of Ann Arbor, 1917
Washtenaw. For more information call 9306446.
"A Little of the Buchenwald Touch"
This is how an Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) scientist described experiments
in which at least 1,000 Americans were
exposed to radiation in the '40s and '50s.
AEC atrocities included feeding radioactive
breakfast cereal to mentally retarded children and injecting Black children with radioactive iron to test their thyroid responses.
At Buchenwald, a Nazi concentration camp,
hundreds of people were exposed to typhus
for the benefit of German military doctors,
who took careful notes on their illnesses
and deaths. Several Nazi officials were executed for the Buchenwald experiments.
Thousands Caught in Midst of
Federal Parole Change
Late in the Reagan administration, federal politicians trying to appear "tough on
crime" abolished parole. They attempted to
make it retroactive, so that the Parole Board
would treat those sentenced under the "old
law" according to "new law" guidelines. Consequently, about 15,000 people, mostly nonviolentdrugoffenders, find themselves serving longer sentences based on a law passed
after their convictions.
This change also affects most federal
prisoners who are doing time for political
offenses. Under the "old law," Jonathan
Pollard, who spied on the United States for
Israel, is eligible for parole, but using "new
law" guidelines, the Parole Board set his
release date for 2015. Linda Evans, the
former Michigan-Ohio organizer for Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), has
been imprisoned since 1985 on weapons
and conspiracy charges and would be eligible for parole nextyear. Federal prisoncrats
want to keep her in custody for another two
decades.
President Clinton and Attorney General
Reno, under pressure from pro-Israel groups,
are reviewing Pollard's case. Linda Evans'
friends urge people to write to Clinton and
Reno, demanding that all "old law" prisoners get the parole opportunities that existed
when they were sentenced.
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What do you think?
Please send tetters to: AGENDA,
220 S. Main St., Ann Arbor, Ml 43104.

OPEN LETTER:
"How I Became a Non-Person
During a Bucket Drive"

A short while ago, for three
hours, I became a non-person on
the corner of Main and Liberty. I
stood with a bucket and a sign,
asking for money to "help Ozone
House help homeless teens." The
Miller House group home had just
closed, and Ozone House needed
money to offer homeless teens shelter, food, clothing, and independent living skills that will keep
them off the street. The cause was
truly important for the community. The need was obvious, highly
publicized, and unquestioned. I
was expecting my bucket to be
flooded with dollars, if not tens and
twenties.
I was unprepared to be rejected
by nine out of every ten Ann
Arborites who walked by me on
that chilly October day. With each
rejection, T became more angry
and self-righteous. I looked people
in the eyes, asked clearly and directly, and kept eye contact while
they fumbled for an excuse or
frisked themselves in a gesture
they hoped would silence me. Some
would look at me directly and an-

nunciate a rehearsed "no" or other
monosyllabic denial of my existence. Many more would simply
refuse to acknowledge my presence completely, looking right
through me, faces blank. Then I
realized that, for many of them, I
did not exist.
The act of asking for money on
the street had transformed me into
a highly visible symbol not a person at all, but a reminder that pain
and suffering exist, not in any abstract way, but here, now. A symbol is much easier to ignore than a
person. In order to avoid facing the
injustice in our community, people
needed to ignore me, to deny my
presence.
In this way, I glimpsed the indignity of the bitter rejection most
homeless panhandlers experience
dally in Ann Arbor. Although I
cannot know the misery of severe
poverty or homelessness, the act of
asking for money on a street cornermade me symbolically the same
in the eyes of those who walked
past. If 1 am or they are real, the
people passing on the street would
need, not only to give money, but
to examine how their own actions
affect the balance of wealth, power,
and privilege, so unequally tipped
in our community. They would have
to become part of the solution.
This is a scary proposition for most
people.
However, some folks looked me

in the eye, talked to me about my
experiences working with homeless youth, and acknowledged me
as a human being, thus acknowledging the problem. Their courage
to communicate with someone they
did not know, to step beyond their
current experiences, led to an enrichment of us both, and benefitted
our community far beyond the
coins they tossed in my bucket.
While fear of contact and denial
of reality governed the response of
most people, some took a chance
and broke through a bubble of
isolation. To be silent, to pass without a word or a look or a smile,
involves no risk and no growth.
People often choose safety over a
full experience of life which requires an acknowledgement of the
world and an engagement with it.
Communities can choke on this
build-up of apathy fed by fear. A
community requires communication, exchange and involvement,
or it is not a community at all. The
vitality of those who spoke, offered
me the hope that the idea of "community" has not lost meaning entirely. The courage to communicate can lead to more honesty and
a willingness to grow, which can
lead to that scary prospect called
freedom.
Mark Bangela
ANN ARBOR

OPEN LETTER TO THE
BUSINESS COMMUNITY:
"We Support the Ecology
Center"

We are local businesspeople
who support environmental protection. We are writing to encourage you to continueyour efforts to
support Ann Arbor's most prominent environmental organization,
the Ecology Center.
Four weeks ago, we were very
surprised to receive a letter from a
Mr. John Psychas which made
various allegations about the Ecology Center. You may have received this letter too. Soon after,
we received an envelope from a
Mr. Adam Paul Banner which repeated some of Mr. Psychas'
charges, and added some new
ones. Mr. Banner even included
an old tax return of Recycle Ann
Arbor. If you received the first
letter, then you probably received
the second one, too.
We have never met either Mr.
Psychas or Mr. Banner. We had
never heard of them before receiving their mailings. Under ordinary circumstances, when people
communicate with our businesses, they identify their affiliations and their interests in writing. Mr. Psychas and Mr. Banner
did neither, and we had no alternative but to question their motivations.

We are, however, familiarwith
the Ecology Center. Over the
years, their staff have included
extremely hard-working, dedicated individuals who work for
little pay. The organization surveys their members regularly for
input about the issues on which
they are working. The Center has
done marvelous work in the Ann
Arborarea, promotingparklands,
energy conservation, clean air,
and clean water, and almost
singlehandedly introducing recycling to this area. Their work
improves our quality of life and it
enhances the environment in
which we do business.
There are two Ann Arbor News
articles (both from Oct. 5, 1992)
which shed light on the motivations of the Center's critics [ed.
note—the articles describe these
individuals' links to Gelman Sci
ences]. The smear tactics of Mr.
Psychas and Mr. Banner are reprehensible. You may be a contributor, advertiser, or other type
of Ecology Center supporter.
Whatever your method, please
join us in continuing or increasing your support to help the Center withstand the underhanded
efforts aimed against it.
BRUCE CURTIS
Washtenaw Woodwrlghts
GREG HESTERBERG
S.G.I. Publications
TIM SEAVER
TTos Restaurant
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I of the Overfiend
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JANUARY SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

w

FREE
SMALL

POPCORN
with this
coupon
at any
regular
film

JANUARY 2
, Willy Wonka and
| the Chocolate
Factory 5:20
The Summer House
7:30
Urotsukldojl:
Legend of the
! Overfiend 9 20

JANUARY 3

JANUARY 4

The Summer House

The Summer House

730
Urotsukldojl:
Legend of the
Overfiend 9:20

JANUARY 5

The Summer House

7:30
Urotsukldojl:
Legend of the
Overfiend 9 20

7'30

JANUARY 11
Wild West 5:00
Dr. Jekyll & Mr.
Hyde 7:00
Bad Behaviour 9:10

JANUARY 12

Bad Behaviour 7:15
Wild West 9:25

JANUARY 18
Gettysburg 7:00

JANUARY 19
Gettysburg 7:00

Urotsukldojl:
Legend of the
Overfiend 9:20

Michigan Theater Foundation, Inc.
603 E. Liberty • Ann Arbor, 48104 • (313) 668-8397

m
lit
Ain't Got Long to
Stay Here
JANUARY 17

JANUARY 1
Willy Wonka and
the Chocolate
Factory 5:50
The Summer House
8:00
Urotsukldojl:
Legend of the
Overfiend 10:30
JANUARY 6
The Summer House
7:30
Urotsukldojl:
Legend of the
Overfiend 9:20

JANUARY 7
The Summer House
5:10
Wild West 7:00
Bad Behaviour 9:00
Urotsukldojl:
Legend of the
Overfiend 11:20

JANUARY 6
Wild West 5:00
Bad Behaviour 7:00,
9:10
Urotsukldojl:
Legend of the
Overfiend 11:20

JANUARY 13
Bad Behaviour 7:15
Wild West 9:25

JANUARY 14
Gettysburg 7:30

JANUARY 15

"onigomeiy when Rosa Parts I

M§S^J/
ii-« Aii^ue~~^ -B=-

JANUARY 9

JANUARY 10
Willy Wonka and the Dr. Jekyll & Mr.
Chocolate Factory
Hyde 4:10
expires 1/31/94 | 2.50
Wild West 7:10
Wild West 5:00
Bad Behaviour 9:10
Bad Behaviour 7 00.
9:10
JANUARY 16
Gettysburg 2 30
Boyz N The Hood
7:00 FREE
PRESENTED M CONJUNCTION
WTTH U-M PROGRAM M
FILM AND VIDEO STUDIES
JANUARY 23
Baraka 6 15
It's All True 8:20
JANUARY 30

Way Down East

7-00

With live orchestra.
PRESENTED M CONJUNCTION
WITH U-M PROORAM »
FILM AND VIDEO STUDIES

JANUARY17

Alnt't Got Long to
Stay Here 8:00

JANUARY 20
The Oak 7:00
Wax 9:15

n

Ann Arbor
Symphony
Orchestra 8:00

JANUARY 21
The Oak 7:00
iWax 9:15

JANUARY 22
The Oak 5:45
It's All True 8:00
Wax 11:00

M^!L
JANUARY 24
The Rapture 410
. Baraka 7:00
It's All True 9 05
JANUARY 31
The Exorcist 4:10
The War Room 7:00

JANUARY 25
It's All True 5 00
The Rapture 7:00
Baraka 9:10

JANUARY 26
Baraka 7 15
It's All True 9:20

JANUARY 27
Baraka 7:15
It's All True 9:20

UM»
JANUARY 28
Baraka 7:15, 11:30
The War Room 9:20

Baraka

JANUARY 29

The War Room 5:10,
9:20

Baraka 7:15,11:30_

m

T«3i

J

JANUARY 23. 2g
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Schoolkids' Records would
like to introduce you to

Steve Springer
guitarist for the
Trinidad Tripoli Steel Band
fi

CARIBBEAN
CASINO"
(SKR 1513)

"Best Guitar Player" at the '93 Detroit Annual
Reggae-Calypso Music Awards
COME AND VISIT OUR NEWLY-EXPANDED STORE
AND OUR MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY AT ANN
ARBOR'S BEST INDEPENDENT STORE.

ALSO:

Big Dave & the Ultrasonics

'LOVE & MONEY'
(SKR 1514)

"If you like your blues with
jet fuel injected into it, then
this is the fix you need...
Big Dave goes non-stop and
bums the rubber up."
Strictly Nothing But the Blues-San Diego, CA
523 E. LIBERTY
in the Michigan Theater Bldg.

994-8031

Ulrich's Bookstore
Book-Rush Hours
ITALIAN
RESTAURANT
Fine Italian Cooking
by Mama Rosa

JANUARY 1994
__

Buy Early-Buy Used
and Save $$'s
SUNDAY

'MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

TO

•
•
•
•

Beer • Wine
Liquor
Outdoor Cafe
Renovated Interior
Open Seven
Days

5:30
SUNDAY

FRIDAY

ATI
SATURDAY
i wm/rti

c\osed
SATURDAY

6:00
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

,00

Kstor* has been voted *e

300 Detroit St. • 665-0444

Agaia

at Catherine across from the Farmer's Market
Mon-Thur ll:30am-10pm
Fri & Sat ll:30am-10:30pm • Sun Noon-9pm

Carry Out & Catering Available

THAN A BOOKSTORE

Main Bookstore:
549 East University
Art/Engineering Store and
Electronics Showroom:
1117 South University
Phone: 313-662-3201
Monday-Friday 9:00-6:00
Saturday 9:30-5:00
Sunday Noon to 4:00
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EDITOR'S NOTE: Joyce Dixson,
a native of Saginaw, Michigan,
went to prison in August of 1976
for killing her abusive partner.
In May, 1991 Dixson became
the first woman to earn a
Bachelor's degree from U-M while
still in prison.
Two years later, after 17 years
of incarceration and years of legal appeals and letter-writing
campaigns by her supporters,
Joyce Dixson won her freedom.
Her conviction was reduced
from first- to second-degree murder. The judge consequently ruled
that she had already served far
more time than necessary for this
conviction, and released her.
Dixson then moved to Ann
Arbor to fulfill her dream of attending classes at U-M, on campus. Dixson has just completed
her first semester of a Master's
program in the U-M School of
Social Work.
While in prison, Dixson found
a system that offered some educational and employment opportunities to men but denied the
same rights to women.
So, Dixson fought for the right
of women prisoners to have the
same educational opportunities
as male prisoners. As a direct
result, she was able to participate
in a pioneering U-M program in
which learning materials were
brought to the prison, enabling
Dixson to complete a Bachelor's
Degree.
While in prison, Dixson also
earned a paralegal degree and
through her work in prison legal
services, helped countless incarcerated women.
The following text is from a
talk Joyce gave on November 18,
1993 to a group of U-M students
and staff (sponsored by the U-M
Women's Studies Program).

Q

rison is someplace you
really don't want to go.
You. come out one of three
things: either you've really done
what you can to better yourself,
you've been totally broken, or
you come out worse than you
went in.
I was convicted of murder in
the first degree in August 1976.1
got in trouble in late 1975. Dur
ing that time there was no such
phrase as "domestic violence."
There really wasn't "empower
ment for women." Women took
what they had to take.
I had two small children and I
got involved with a really bad
man—the kind of man who beat
up old people, sold dope to chil
dren and threatened my family.
It wasn't the type of relationship
that I could just walk out of.
According to popular belief,
women who get into these things
should just walk away. Often one
can't walk away; I was from a
small community where most
Blacks lived in one area. It wasn't
the kind of place where I could
get away and somebody would
not be able to find me.
One day I just got tired. I
couldn't take it anymore. What
was I going to do? I didn't want
this kind of life. If I didn't do
something, I would end up burned
out, beat up, probably a dope
fiend and a whore. I wanted some
thing better for myself and my
children. I didn't know how to get
out of this thing. This man

The Journey of
Joyce Dixson
"I can't begin to tell you in such a short time
how hard it is to survive hi prison... After a
while you're either 'bitch' or number 145440.
You're a prisoner. You're never a person. You're
never a woman. You're only 'Miss' when somebody's being sarcastic."
wouldn't let me go. He wouldn't
leave me alone. But I just knew I
had to get out
Then a time came when my
choice came down to: "Am I going
to stand here and probably be
seriously hurt—or worse—or am
I going to get out of this situa
tion?" And I shot him. 1 didn't
want to shoot him; I didn't want
to kill him. When I did it, I wasn't
thinking about if he was going to
die. 1 was thinking about if I was
going to live.
1 went to trial at election time.
I was Just a campaign statistic.
The prosecutor believed that "If
I get this conviction, I am sure to
be re-elected." Itwasn'tlike some
body was concerned about me.
Black women just didn't shoot
people.
This is the way people think
about you in times like that. And
I didn't have a lot of community
support. The people in my neigh
borhood really cared about me,
but they didn't know how to sup
port somebody. You just get down
on your knees and you pray to
the Lord and you hope for the
best But sometimes that's just
not enough.
There was one witness at my
trial, which was me. My attorney
didn't do what he could have
done for me. I had a bench trial—
which was a stupid thing to do—
but my attorney advised that I do
it. My trial lasted one and a half
sessions and I was convicted of
murder in the first degree.
I was sentenced to natural life
in prison. For the first four or five
years I just knew that somebody
was going to do the right thing
and I was going to get an appeal
and I was going to go home. I was
going to go to court and the courts
were just going to let me go,
because that's what they were
supposed to do.
After about five or six years, I
realized that I was probably go
ing to be there for a while. Then
I started to get scared.
But it was also a good time in
my life because I started to look
around and see what my options
were. I stopped feeling bitter and
stopped feeling sorry for myself
and stopped worrying about how
wrongly I had been done or what
was going to happen to my mother
or what was going to happen to
my children.
What was I going to do while I
was there? Well, I was going to go

to school. But there was no school
to go to. I started in the old DeHo-Co (Detroit House of Correc
tions) which was the first women's
corrections facility, run by the
city of Detroit then. There was
one building where they had a
couple of classes in the base
ment, maybe an art class or some
other insignificant class. But
there was nothing for women to
do. At the time men were getting
their GEDs, their Associates de
grees, and their Bachelors de
grees. Some of the men were even
in a Ph.D. program.
They had factories (for em
ployment) and they had all these
different ways to take care of
themselves if they had no family
or friends to support them, while
women had absolutely nothing.
Women were lucky if they had a
family who cared enough about
them and who had the means to
support them—send them
clothes, send them money, this
kind of thing. But these were the
folks who weren't there in the
first place because they were rich
and had all these opportunities
and advantages. The women pris
oners were there because they
found the wrong ways to survive.
We were labeled as unimportant,
justwomenwhoshouldjustshut
up and do our time.
So a group of women, includ
ing myself, tried to challenge these
things. We started asking why
men in the prison system were in
a better position to help them
selves. They were even going
home quicker than women. They
had community programs and
were being processed quicker.
There were all these alternative
sentencing programs for men—
halfway houses all across the
state. There was virtually noth
ing for women. We found out
later that it was because if you
didn't do these things for men,
men would tear up the facilities.
It would end up costing the state
much more money.
So we started questioning
these things. I was told: The
needs of men and women are
different. Men need more things.
Men are more important people.
Women in the prison system are
not really important. You don't
make a whole lot of difference
one way or another. Shut up. Do
your time. Be quiet."
Well, that just wasn't enough
because we were totally deterio

rating. We were just fading away.
It wasn't enough.
So progressive lawyers started
coming through—law students
and those who had Just gotten
out of college. We started talking
to these people. We filed a law
suit against the Michigan De
partment ofCorrections. The case
is titled "Glover v. Johnson," and
after a few years the federal court
ruled in our favor. The issues
were all about parity and the
court said it's a shame that men
have these advantages while
women don't.
So we started getting some
pretty decent educational oppor
tunities. It started with the com
munity college. Four or five years
later, after contempt hearings,
they tried to implement a fouryear program in the women's
prison.
But in the interim we were
catching hell, because the situa
tion for women in prison is atro
cious.
There are a number of male
guards who still hang on to the
attitude that women are there to
be used. Particularly so with
Black females, because we're of
ten looked at as lowly, ignorant
degenerates, incapable of
change—thieves and whores for
the rest ofour lives. We are treated
like no good will come of us,
because that's just who we are.
Perhaps some Black women
did things that would allow people
to think that way about them.
However, they [Black women]
were the ones who were targetted
by guards, in the earlier part of
my incarceration, for men to use.
But as time went on and the
system got bigger and more
women started coming to prison,
whether they were Black, White,
or other women of color, these
women were preyed upon too. It
got to a point where it didn't
matter what color you were, or
how weak or how strong you
were. Women were, and are, be
ing raped in the prison system.
I was in a facility where one
woman complained to us (be
cause I was working for prison
legal services at the time). She
came in tears and she said that
she woke up in the middle of the
night and a guard was fondling
her breasts. She screamed. He
asked her what was wrong with
her. She told him what he was
doing and he said he was Just

trying to find her ID.
But she knew what he was
doing. So the next day she came
to legal services. We in turn went
to the deputy, who was a man.
He told me: "Well. Joyce. I don't
know why you're making such a
big thing about this. Itwasn'tlike
he was—did he have sex with
her? No. It wasn't like he was
raping her or anything. He was
fondling her breasts. This is just
something men do."
This woman had to go back to
her unit and face the same
guard—but this time, with more
animosity. At that time the
woman was a few months from
her first out date. The last I heard,
this woman had been written up
on several misconducts. Every
time you get a misconduct, they
deduct about five disciplinary
credits. The more disciplinary
credits you get, the more you're
guaranteed your earliest release
date. This woman lost like 60
disciplinary points. Her period of
incarceration was prolonged.
What happened was that
when she saw the parole board,
the parole board said: "Since
you've got all these misconducts,
we believe that your prognosis in
prison and your rehabilitation is
really poor. What we're going to
do is defer your parole until maybe
two years later." So she ended up
doing four more years because
she complained to a deputy about
a man feeling her breasts.
This is the kind of thing that
you live with. You try to stay
away from it and you hope it
doesn't happen to you, but ulti
mately it could happen to you at
any time. You try to put yourself
in a position to fight it, but at the
same time, you want to get along.
You want to do your time and get
out of there.
Some of you have probably
met Susan Fair. I really admire
Susan, because when she was in
the system, Susan would take on
the entire system. She would fight
them at every turn. They would
write her up and they would lock
her up. She'd get out, she'd file
another action. They'd write her
up. They'd lock her up again.
She'd lose more days but then
they'd lock her up. She'd get out
and do the same thing, over and
over again.
But I was afraid to do it that
way, because I was doing life. I
had to walk on eggshells. You
must have a clean record if there's
any hope of getting out of that
situation. It was hard because at
the time I was trying to go to
school. The University of Michi
gan tried this pilot program with
two or three women from the
system. Susan was the first one,
then later on Mary Glover and
myself were fortunate enough to
be a part of the U-M undergradu
ate program that was created for
us.
Although it was a great op
portunity for me, it got harder at
the same time because the
guards' and administrators' atti
tude was, "Why should you have
such an opportunity- when we
weren't able to do such things, or
we weren't able to send our chil
dren to the University of Michi
gan? Who the hell do you think
you are? You're a prisoner and
you don't deserve this."
(CONTINUED NEXT PAGE)
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Joyce Dixson's Journey
(FROM PACE 5)

Recycle Your Evergreens!
Remove all stands, ornaments, lights,
tinsel and plastic bags.
2 -Week Home Collection: Place evergreen trees at the curb
by 7 a. m. on your normal curbside refuse collection day from
January 10 to 21. (Apartment complex managers may arrange a
special tree pickup site and day, 994-2807.)
Drop-Off Sites are: Swift Run Park, corner of Platt and East
Ellsworth Roads, January only, and the Compost Center, 4120
Platt Road, 994-2723, open year round. Free evergreen mulch,
and municipal compost is available at $1/bushel, $12/cubic yard
from the Compost Center on a self-serve basis while supplies last.
Because of the wire and plastic backing, wreaths and evergreen
roping should be placed in the trash.
Service provided by the City of Ann Arbor Solid Waste Dept, 994-2807.

Hot
Food.

Cold
Weather.

Ann Arbor
\2307W. Stadium/Liberty
Delivery only
663-2822
Carryout/Dine in
663-0228
2900 S. State/Eisenhower
Pick up/Delivery/Dine in

663-4500

Large deep dishi
with one item, i
(Limit 3).
Expires 3/1 5/94. Not valid with
other offers. Valid at participating
stores. Not valid at William Street
restaurant or Cottage Inn Cafe.
Limited deliver area.
•M__i ——
•___i

j
!
*
I
|

U of M North Campus
927 Maiden Lane
Delivery/Pick up

995-9101

U of M Central Campus
546 Packard/Hill
Pick up/Delivery

769-5555

Then there were prisoners who re
sented us: "Who do you think you are?
You're doing it and we can't, so we're
going to do everything we can to stop
you."
Whichever way we turned, we were a
bunch of dirty bitches who didn't deserve
to be where we were. My lecture tapes
would end up over at the men's facility.
My books would get lost somewhere at
the facility and nobody would know where
they were.
Kevin Thornton, Phillis Engelbertand
Betsy Esch were my first TAs [teaching
assistants!. They would come to the prison
at Coldwater. They would use their own
gas, spend their own time, subject them
selves to being frisked and all the harass
ment that goes with coming into a prison,
just because they were trying to help me.
They would get pissed off, but they stayed
with me. It was important to have sup
port like that, because you can't make it
by yourself.
I can't begin to tell you in such a short
time how hard it is to survive in prison.
People don't care about you. People don't
believe that you're going to be anything.
They're always telling you that you're
nothing. You believe them. You don't
know what you're supposed to believe
because you don't know who you are.
After a while you're either "bitch" or num
ber 145440. You're a prisoner. You're
never a person. You're never a woman.
You're only "Miss" when somebody's be
ing sarcastic.
I'm Just so thankful for the volunteer
groups that come In. I can't tell prisoners
enough to be a part of these programs. I
want them to know that this is all they're
going to get that's going to tell them
they're not what everybody else says they
are.
They'd say: "What do you need an
education for? You're going to die here."
And then I'd start to wonder: "Well, am I
going to die here? Am I ever going to get
out of here? Why am I going through all
this? What am I doing this for?"
Something inside just made me go on.
When you lose all hope, you might as well
lie down and die. There were several
times when I thought about telling some
one to Just bring me a rope, so I could do
like I've seen a couple other people do,
who Just couldn't take it.
It's a constant struggle to get through
the system. Often I made decisions that
were unpopular with both prisoners and
staff. Although I took a lot of heat for it,
being able to make a decision and stand
on It was a good thing, particularly since
other people had been telling me what to
do for the most part of my life.
It's an uphill fight, but you have to
form some identity for yourself. You have
to figure: "This is who I am, and I'm not
going to die in prison. I'm sorry about
him, but I'm glad that I lived. So what am
1 supposed to do now? Am I just supposed
to lay here and die because everybody
else says I don't deserve to live? I just
can't do that. If nobody feels this except
me, I just have to go on. I have to believe
that sometime, somewhere down the road,
this situation Is going to change for me."
I have two children. When I left, my
children were six and eight years old. My
mother had them, and they grew up In
the community I grew up In, with the
same people. Except it got progressively
worse. It's hard for me to talk about this
because ifyou're a mother, you know how
it feels when your children tell you that
they hurt.
I asked my son when I got home how
It was for him, and at first he said he
didn't want to talk about it. But he said:
"You know, when I went to school, the
teachers looked at me funny: they treated

me differently. The kids were talking
about me, and they said all kinds of
things about you." And kids are cruel. He
said when they got mad at him, they
would say things about me. He said that
his friends' mothers stopped letting them
play with him and he didn't know why
people were treating him like that. He
wasjusta little kid and he wanted to play
with his friends and he couldn't.
My two sons handled it differently.
My baby, Chuckle, says he didn't have
any friends, so he would go home and
study. He would go in his room and close
his door.
My other son, who was eight when I
left, fought all the time. Everybody was
his enemy. He didn't have any regard for
anybody else because he didn't feel they
had any for him.
Right now, my baby is graduating
from Eastern Michigan University this
April, the one who was six when I left
him. But my older son is now in prison.
He is serving a natural life sentence for
conspiracy to commit murder.
For me, It was really hard coming
home. Here it Is after 17 years, 120 days.
I get to come home and see my children
and I come home and I only have one.
When I went to see my son in prison, he
said: "Mama, I'm so glad you're home,
but now what are you going to do about
me?" He said: "Mama, come and get me."
And I couldn't and I didn't know how to
tell him I can't. I don't know what I can
do.
If there's anything I know, it's not to
depend on the legal system to do every
thing that they're supposed to do. There
are a lot of things that are not nice In our
society. But there are a lot of things that
are legal. Whenever a brief is filed, there
is something in that brief that will allow
a judge to go either way. The Judge will
find something in that brief to let you go.
If he or she wants to, or they'll find
something to keep you there. Most of the
time it will be a matter of public senti
ment—what's the flow of things. How are
things going now. Then there are so
many people in the system that people do
not have the time to devote to your
particular case. They don't have the time
to do the initial background investiga
tion. The parole and probation officers
don't have the time to do these thorough
investigations to try to find out if incar
ceration is the best thing for you. They
just don't have time.
The dockets are too crowded and the
system is too congested. So folks just get
pushed through the system. There are a
lot of folks there who need to be there,
but then there are a lot of people there
who shouldn't be there.
In March of'93, an attorney named
Barbara Klimaszewskl was appointed to
my case. From that time until my release
in May, she visited me on numerous
occasions. She left no stone unturned
and worked the case like a "junkyard
dog" in her effort toward my freedom.
The whole experience has made me a
better woman, but I shouldn't have done
17 years and 120 days. I can never get
that back. I can't give that back to my
children. My son may be very old by the
time he gets out of prison. He may never
get out of prison. I will never get that
back.
The point I'm trying to make is—it's
not fair. It's Important to me to stress to
people who want to change things that
things should not just be taken at face
value. People are important. When you
begin to lose that human aspect of things
and people all of a sudden are not impor
tant, when nobody has time anymore to
do the right thing, you lose something.
When you don't do the right thing, it just
may cost someone 17 years and 120
days of their life. It may cost their chil
dren the same thing.
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Northern Ireland: The
EDITOR'S NOTE: Bemadette Devlin-McAliskey,
the daughter of an IRA gunman, led the 60s civil
rights movement at Queen's College in Belfast,
and was elected to the British parliament in 1969.
Later that year, she was jailed for inciting neighborhood resistance to British troops. She has
survived many assassination attempts, in which
she has been shot eight times. Though she is a
member of neither the IRA nor Sinn Fein (the
political party associated with the IRA), many
consider her the conscience of the Irish Republican movement.
For many years the former parliamentarian's
main activity has been building nonviolent resistance networks, work which is completely ignored by U. S. news media. Coverage is worse in
the U.K., where it is illegal to broadcast anything
that Devlin-McAliskey says.
The ex-MP came to Detroit right after an IRA
bomb killed civilians. In the storm of denunciation
which followed, it seemed that both the IRA and
the peace process were big losers. Yeta fewdays
after her visit, the British government admitted
that it had held talks with Sinn Fein.
Though fighting goes on, there is reason for
optimism. Military stalemate, anti-war feeling in
Britain, and Irish political realities enhance the
chances to end a quarter-century of troubles.
Devlin-McAliskey spoke on "Pathways to
Peace" last Novemberat Detroit's Gaelic League.
Afterwards, she answered audience questions,
one of which was: 'Would you comment on your
position of nonviolence in the struggle?" What
follows is her answer to this question.

D

think if s a very important question, this
question of nonviolence. People see it
as an intellectual decision within the op
pressed community—that some people make an
intellectual choice to work nonviolently, and oth
ers make an intellectual choice to work violently.
It doesn't happen like that.
The community begins to work nonviolently.
Whether the nonviolent methods which they use

The Original
Comfort Shoe
Over 200 years of
experience go into
every Birkenstock shoe.
Step into a pair and
you'll appreciate every
minute. For the ultimate
in comfort and quality,
choose the original.

Front

By Bernadette Devlin-McAliskey
are demonstrations, sit-ins or protests, the reac
tion of the state to them is violent.
Then, as you have to protect yourself against
the violent reaction of the state, you find yourself
forming up another network of activity, which is
also nonviolent. A great deal of work is done to
support prisoners and their families.
Then, asyou begin to protectyourself against
those situations, you find that you become iso
lated from the state and punished by other state
mechanisms. By financial mechanisms, by politi
cal and social mechanisms, you become isolated
and marginalized. The next nonviolent mecha
nism is to provide alternative resources in the
community that has become alienated from the
state. There are communities in this country that
would understand that experience.
What do you do in a town like Coalisland,
where nobody trusts the police? What do you do
when somebody has their house burgled? You
don't go to the police. Nobody trusts the police.
People believe if you tell the police they'll merely
use that opportunity to get into your house, and if
they find the person who did it, they'll use the fact
that they know that he's a thief to pressure him
into being an informer.
So what do you do when the normal frame
works of democratic society are not open to you?
You have to create alternatives, and you try to
create nonviolent alternatives, ways of redress
ing those problems.
On a community level, the housing project
where I live has organized to physically improve
our own conditions. We practically redesigned
the estate. We fought with the authorities to have
the project upgraded on the lines we designed.
We incorporated into the design a community
house. We didn't want a derelict building that we
could fall down the stairs of; we wanted a house
on the project where people can meet. The com
munity itself services it.
We provide facilities forourown young women
with children, particularly of benefit to single par

ents—some of whom are single because they are
not married, some single because they are de
serted, some single because their partners are in
prison. We have in the afternoon, for kids coming
in from school, an opportunity for help with their
home study.
That1 s basic nonviolent work that's done in
the community. It's done by the same people, by
and large, who are going out at night to take
statements from families who have had their
houses raided, who are trying to create the docu
mentation to give to the human rights groups.
One of the prime examples is the Cullyhanna
Justice Group, which was formed when a young
man was murdered at a vehicle checkpoint by the
British Army. He passed through the checkpoint,
he was allowed to proceed, and a soldier, for
reasons best known to himself, lifted his weapon
and shot the driver. Then, of course, the whole
state machinery said the driver was a terrorist,
that he failed to stop.
Now that community organized. The young
widow—she was 22—called her fnends and her
neighbors and she organized. They went around
and they took statements themselves. If s the
kind of work police should do. They identified all
the eyewitnesses. They drew up their dossier of
evidence. They gathered money They invited
independent people with credibility, from other
countries, to come and to be the panel of judges.
Then they invited people from all over the country
to come to their court and hear the evidence of
what happened, and to judge.
There's a video of it. It's a model of how a
community can organize in response to this kind
of murder. They were effective in drawing so
much attention to it that the state was forced to
argue a new, different argument, and finally forced
to charge the British soldier with murder.
That goes on all the time, but it receives no
recognition. In the midst of that, things often
happen whereby a person makes an individual
choice, that they have come to the end of the

nonviolent road. That for them, there just simply is
no more elbow room. They have filled in as many
forms, they have done as much human rights
documentation, they have given as much support
at as many funerals as they can do. They have
done as much of it as they can do, and in theirown
feeling they're getting nowhere.
So people by and large don't make an intellec
tual choice to join an army. They fight the violence
of the state with everything they've got, until the
state leaves them with nothing else. Then they
say "OK, I fight you the way you fight me. because
I've nothing else to fight with. I might as well give
my own life, because people are getting killed
anyway."
Pat Farrukin got killed for being a nonviolent
civil rights lawyer. Gina Campbell got killed for
being an electoral organizer. People get killed,
and so at some point people say, "Well I'll tell you.
I am not going on my own." Thafs where the
armed resistance comes from.
People say it to me, and I understand the
argument. People said it to me in the midst of an
ambush where four young people were killed.
They said, "Bemadette, are you going to defend
them with bits of paper? By the time you get to the
European Human Rights Commission on that
case, there'll be six more dead."
Thafs the way it moves. The nonviolence
thing, thaf s what everybody wants to do. But as
Nelson Mandela says, nonviolence presupposes
the oppressor has a conscience. And our oppres
sor doesn't. If s understandable that people get
involved in violence.
But the mainstream continues to be nonvio
lent organization. Not simply of resistance, but of
alternative structures to the whole machinery of
state repression. We do believe that at the end of
the day, that's what will carry us through to the
next phase. We will be prepared for the next
phase. We have ideas of constitutions and forms
of administration and civil rights protections and
how the economy would run. Thaf s all nonviolent.
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New
Paperbacks
at Borders
The Wind Won't Know Me
by Emily Benedek
VINTAGE $14.00
The Execution Protocol:
Inside America's Capital
Punishment Industry
by Stephen Trombley

Nicaragua:
The Great
Leap
Backwards?
Interview, introduction, and
photograph by Phyllis Ponvert

DOUBLEDAY $11.95

A Fierce Green Fire: The
American Environmental
Movement
by Philip Shabecoff
HILL AND WANG $10.95
Culture and Enchantment
by Mark A. Schneider
CHICAGO $13.95

303 S. State at Liberty
Mon-Sat 9-10 • Sun 11-6
668-7652 • Parking Validated
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WRITING CLASSES

«ArtNet

Self-Publishing
Books and Periodicals
Mon 7:009 00 pm

Poetry and Mysticism
Wed 7-009 00 pm

Creative and
Expository Writing
Wed 6'309-30 pm

Comic Book Scripting
and Illustration
Thurs. 6.309-30pm

Short Story Workshop
lues. 6:309:30 pm

All Six-Week Classes Start
the Week of January 17th.
For Information Call

769-1212

/ lived in Nicaragua for nine months in 199192, during which time I interviewed and photographed a number of Nicaraguan women
women who I first came to know as friends. I told
them that after my trips to Nicaragua I always
came back to Ann Arbor and spoke and wrote
about my experiences and the people I had met.
This time I hoped to bring back stories of Nicaraguan women in their own words.
I first met and came to know Tomasa Hurtado
Vallecillo in the mid-late 1980s during three trips
to Juiga/pa, as a member of Ann Arbor Sister City
delegations. Her brother, Candido Vallecilo was
the Sandinista mayor ofJuigalpa during the first
years of the Nicaraguan revolution. Tomasa's
mother, Mercedes Vallecillo, was a Sandinista
activist in the years before the 1979 revolution
and continues to work with Sister City projects.
What follows is excerpts from an interview
with Tomasa Hurtado Vallecillo, conducted in
June, 1992.

was bom in Juigalpa in 1933. My parents
were Vicente Hurtado Morales and
Merceditas Vallecillo Perez. My mother
is still alive and at my side. My papa died five
years ago. My papa was of peasant origin. He
was a wonderful father. He always lived with us.
We were 6 sons and three little daughters. All are
still living. My mama was always a mother who
denied herself and was dedicated to her hus
band, to her children, to her household, and she
also was a seamstress. Today she still is very
active in her housework, in everything.
I have six sons and two daughters. In spite of
all of the difficulties, I have been able to give my
children an education. My two older sons, for
ecomomic reasons, are not as well prepared. But
yes, they studied, and even though life has brought
many changes, I have finally prepared my sons to
be professionals.
Today, my husband and I live a life of the poor,
but we are very close and we have many friends.
Life in Nicaragua today is very difficult. Sons of
workers like myself aren't able to study because
life is very hard. The economic situation in my
country is too hard.
In my youth I did not have the joy of studying.
I lived together with my parents on a farm. We
were peasants, nothing more. Life in the country
side was quite difficult at that time. Our youth was
spent sharing the work with our parents, making
tortillas, grinding the com by hand. To cook our
food, we cut up firewood in the countryside with a
machete. We herded the cows. We made cheese.
My mama was the cook on a farm. She
cooked foragreatmany workers. My papaeamed
15cordobasandmymamaeamedeightcordobas
a month. It was too little with so many children.
We did not have the pleasure of going to
school. The little that we children know, we know
from my mama. It was because she taught us at
home. She taught me to read and to write. I was
the smartest. I learned to sew, to weave, and to
make embroidery.
I have been married twice, and now I spend
my time looking after my children and my grand
children. One of my daughters is a single mother
andltakecareofherchildren—lookafterthemso
she can work and help me. My life at the present
time is spent living together with my children, my
husband, my grandchildren, and in havingfriends;
poor, but with dignity.
Also, I spend'a little time in organizing work
Within my neighborhood, Zone 8, I am the head
of the Communal Movement (CM). I enjoy it. To

Tomasa Hurtado Vallecillo
be an organizer is a privilege because one has
contact with different groups. Maybe, if it weren't
for my organizing, I would not have had the great
pleasure of knowing my friends in Ann Arbor. So
it gives me a lot of pleasure to be an organizer.
Tomorrow, the ninth of May, we will begin a
project helping our friends in Ann Arbor to build
three classrooms at the Rosa Lanza Elementary
School. I'll meet with the commission we have
formed. I'm in charge of beginning the work which
we hope to finish within six months. We hope that
someone from Ann Arbor will come and take part
in the inauguration of the classrooms so that we
feel satisfied and they will feel sure that together
we have made a reality of the dream that we
always shared [the classrooms have since been

laminated wells, giving out Clorox, and explaining
how to treat the water. Also, we're giving out oral
rehydration packets and telling people they have
to give this to children and adults at the first signs
of cholera or diarrhea.
Before, with the past government, we had a
great responsibility as revolutionaries. For ex
ample, if someone was having a problem getting
a family member to the hospital, each of us had an
obligation to go and bother their neighbors and
say to them, "Look friend, or brother, orcompanero,
do us a favor. In the house next door to you,
there's a problem. There's no one to take your
neighbor to the hospital. Do us a favor. Go on and
take him."
While now, some high government official, or

We older people, who have lived
under three governments, never
thought we would be moving
backward, a great regression.
completed]. Right now children are experiencing
a critical time with education and health prob
lems.
I have been very involved with the Communal
Movement since 1981. The Movement is an orga
nization—which has valued and continues to
value the well-being of the poor, the well-being of
social projects—which works on behalf of the
dispossessed, who at times get th rown out on the
street. So we, not with violence, but in friend
ship—with words of conviction—go to the munici
pal government or another organization to con
vince them to let that person stay in their house.
Because now, there's a critical living problem.
So, the Movement is always in favor of the
poor—looking out for the well-being of children,
the old, of those wounded in the war—be they
Sandinista or from the Nicaraguan Resistance
[Contras], We cry out for the same rights—the
Resistance as well as the army. The same need,
the same hunger that the Communal Movement
and the rest of the people have is shared by the
Resistance—those wounded in the war, the wid
ows, the children orphaned from both sides. So,
those of us here don't look out only for ourselves,
or fora certain group. We look out for everybody
regardless of religion or ideology.
Yes, there are problems right now. One ex
ample is the problem in getting enough water to
Zone 8. We went before the delegate from the
water commission and told him that the water
situation was really critical and that we need to
make people aware of the dangers of cholera and
how to prevent it. We also told him that availability
of water and treating the water is one of the most
important factors in preventing cholera. If INAA
[the state water company] doesn't give us water,
where are we going to get water? We were able
to get the delegate to open the pipes so that water
could come here to Zone 8. It doesn't come every
day, but we get waterevery other day or every two
days, and thafs sufficient because we can fill
enough containers with water.
In addition, MINSA [the state health depart
ment], withtht help of the Communal Movement,
has a campaign against cholera—closing con-

the manager of some organization could live right
next door to me, and even if I am dying, they won't
give me a hand, much less offer a car to take me
to the hospital—while we still have a creed of
charity, more than ever.
We in the Movement have had a role in helping
people in which entire families have died and been
buried. One that I know about involved the son, the
papa, the mama, and the brother. So we organize
ourselves and go from house to house to ask for
donations forthe casket. Can they give us coffee?
Give us rice, sugar? We arrange the wake and
bury the dead. Meanwhile, there are others sitting
behind closed doors watching television, and if I
knock on the door they refuse me, saying, "We
have nothing. We can't help." It didn't used to be
that way.
I have lived under three governments: under
Somozismo, the Frente Sandinista, and today
under the UNO. This government is a Somocista
government without a Somoza because it has the
same policies. Today we're even worse than
under Somoza. At least before we had jobs, but
now there are no jobs. We older people, who have
lived under three governments, never thought we
would be moving backward, a great regression.
Under the revolutionary government, things
were better. First, they were concerned about
education. The first step that the government
undertook was the literacy campaign which taught
the peasants, everybody, to read and write so they
weren't ignorant anymore.
The current government, the old Somocistas
that came back from the U.S., think that the worker
they left here ten, eleven years ago is the same
person. And no! They met up with a different
people. These are not the blind, ignorant people
with a black band over their eyes that they left
behind; people who couldn't see. The Revolution
ary government came and got rid of ignorance by
teaching people to read and write.
On Sun. Jan. 30 at 2pm, Phyllis Ponvert and
Debbie Billings will read from their interviews
with Nicaraguan and Guatemalan women—at
Common Language Bookstore, 215 S. 4th Ave.
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Bread Not Bricks
By Arwulf Arwulf
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"Growth for its own sake is the ideology of the cancer cell."
—Edward Abbey

D

n recent articles I have harped upon the
I question of large buildingsconstructed in
' downtown Ann Arbor with no apparent
concern for the surrounding neighborhoods. I
even pinpointed formermayorLou Belcher as the
individual responsible for certain particularly im
posing structures. I've since done a bit of investi
gation. (Nothing serious, you understand. Mine is
a whimsical approach to journalism. But if s inter
esting to note what hearsay has to say). One
source of information implied that only 301 E.
Liberty can be said to have been financed and
raised up by Mr. Belcher, who hung out with a
sodality of investors who together represent that
sort of "development." This is important; I made
the mistake of singling out one businessman,
while it should be noted that these men work both
independently, as singular agents of free enter
prise, and as a group, determined to leave their
mark upon the city.
Now I'm not here to whine about changes per
se. Change is the only constant phenomenon we
have. There's an old Jazz proverb which states:
"Taint whatcha do if s the way ho wya do it—thaf s
what gets results." Various buildings downtown
are a grim reminder that at any point somebody
might decide to put some changes on us which
simply because of their sheer enormity might
remain for many years.
Will they ever tear down Tally Hall—so mind
less, empty and ugly? Not likely—for this mon
strosity contains a parking structure. And in Ann
Arbor a parking structure is worth its tonnage in
parking tickets. It is a source of great (and per
verse) amusement to me that Tally Hall sits like an
abandoned movie set in the heart of our town.
Nice going, dudes. Any more bright ideas?
Belcher caused a dizzying cluster of bricks to
be built at the comer of Fifth and Liberty. Every
time I walk past it, buffetted by high winds which
gust down the face of it, I am amazed by the sheer
mass of the thing. This has got to be the world's
largest sub shop! My imagination runs rampant as
I picture the en tire second floor devoted to cheeses,
the third floor occupied by meats, a great stash of
lettuce, tomatoes and vats of mayo on the fourth,
and the remaining floors packed with buns. That's
a hell of an operation!
To be fair, Quizno's Sub Shop, snappily vis
ible on the first floor, isa worthy enterprise, run by
good people. And there are other businesses
tucked away in the brick behemoth, businesses
which provide employment for United States citi
zens. Nevertheless, the fact that so much hypo
thetical office space has been created, and often
stands empty in buildings of this ilk, this makes
townies like myself bristling mad, and we come to
resent the buildings—not their tenants, but the
buildings themselves and the men who caused
them to be built. 301 E. Liberty seemsabominable
when compared with what used to be there.
When first I came to Ann Arbor in the late '60s,
there was a dreary little drycleaning operation on
that plot of land. Then in the mid 70s it became a
bakery unlike any bakery we had ever experi
enced. Therearecool little bakeries in Hamtramck
and Milwaukee, but these places follow the briskly
American culinary traditions of Fanny Farmer,
who discovered that putting sugar in any food
would make people want to eat more of it. Sugar,
sugar everywhere, and we can't sleep at night. If s
like amphetamine, and we give it to kids.
The Sun Bakery used honey. Lots of it. I
became intimately familiar with the physical prop
erties of honey, for during the summer and au
tumn of 1976 I was a teenage baker's assistant,
wrestling a cookie machine before dawn and
whiling away the rest of the day cleaning up the
residues of our beautifully stylized bakings. The
scraps and blobs of flour & honey which adhered
to the floors were called scroat. Its removal took
terrific amounts of energy, using hot water and a
steel-bladed ice chopper. Honey is better for you
than sugar, but ifs a lot like glue to work with.
Accidentally leaving a certain valve open could
lead to an industrial honey spill. Just think of it!
The Sun had come together as an extension
of the Eden's baking project, which lived at the
back of an alley off of Maynard Street across from
Nickel's Arcade. Canterbury House used to be

there. My bosses at the Sun were a driven speci
men by the name of Nick, and a tall, intense fellow
called Bob. I can still see him with a kerchief round
his head and a very long beard with telltale signs
of whipping cream at the edges. (Today he's
called Robert and manages a supermarket on
Main Street). I spent a lot of time assisting Bob in
the touchy business of putting danishes together.
We also produced enormous quantities of granola,
thousands of loaves of bread and the inevitable
chipatis.
Chipatis (Bob called them "Chumps") were
roasted over the open burners of an antiquated
cast iron stove. The chipatis were flipped using a
short pair of tongs. One good session with that
setup and your arms and hands would become
completely devoid of hair! I learned through pain
how to move my hands quickly. At most other
tasks I was terribly slow, being a spaced-out
eighteen-year-old, and a bakery is no place to
dawdle.
Food service in general is an experience
everyone should have at least once per lifetime. I
don't know how some folks manage to stay with it
as a career. We had a bulletin board with newspa
per clippings describing violent crimes committed
by bakery staffers from all over the world! My
favorite was the homicide/suicide story of a guy at
a bread factory in the Philippines who went
bonkers, machine-gunned a bunch of co-work
ers, and threw himself into a giant dough mixer!
Baking: ifs not for everybody.
A very important member of our crew was an
Englishman named lan Titterton, whose most
interesting contribution was a centunes-old recipe
for Eccles Cakes, which were like rounded scones
with black currants predominating, lan also did
most of our cake decorating. He had thick eye
brows and a pleasantly thick British drawl. I would
tease him about it, giving him a clothespin to
clamp his nose so he'd sound more Midwestern.
For awhile Mr. Titterton ran lan's Patisserie, re
member that? Last I heard he was baking in New
Orleans.
Chazz Dayringer was our muffin man. He
went on to own and operate the Day ringer Bakery,
an outstanding business which struggled and
finally succumbed to its dreary location next to
Kroger's on Broadway. I miss Dayringer's and I
miss the Sun. Luckily we have the Wildflour
Community Bakery on Fourth Avenue, which is
remarkably similar to how I remember the Sun.
(The herb-onion bread has got to be made from
the same recipe the Sun used; the aroma is
unmistakable.)
The moral of this story is: whenever possible,
support the businesses which operate most effec
tively in harmony with your community. There are
lotsof places to get decent bread in Ann Arbor, but
I find myself choosing Wildflour's. They are a
collective operation with participating volunteers,
and there's an emphasis on whole grains and
organically produced ingredients. (No poisons or
icky blue fertilizers in the wheat fields or in your
sandwiches). They've also got an educational
program whereby a representative from the bak
ery goes to elementary schools and teaches little
kids how to bake a loaf of bread. I admire this, and
state openly that / believe in Wildflour, and in its
bread,
There i s a close connection between Wildflou r
and the People's Food Co-ops. These are worthy
organizations, and they deserve your continued
support.
I would like to leave you with the words of RFC
Board President Carolyn Dana Lewis: "...the natu
ral foods market in Ann Arbor has recently be
come more competitive. A national, privatelyowned chain has opened a store; plus, other
stores in town have added more natural foods to
their selection. Asa result of these...circumstanc
es, the co-op—especially our store on Packard—
needs strong support. People's Food Co-op has
a commitment to providing the Ann Arbor commu
nity with a wide selection of foods that promote
better nutrition, sustainable forms of agriculture,
and environmental responsibility. Since it is a
democratically-controlled business, you own the
co-op and you can help it remain healthy and
grow."

RETRO
'70s disco & '80s wave

0

CAY Niqhi

0

RETRO Rock
'70s & '80s dance
Cheap cover, drinks nightly 9- 10pm

516 E. Liberty St.

Ann Arbor

0

994-5436

Family Photos
r the Holidays.

Precision
ItogrHphics
tenix Drive
r, Ml 48108

-9100

Our holiday gift to you2 FOR I SPECIAL I
8 x 10" PRINTS:
Color, B & W, Archival.
From negatives.
Through January.
Retouching, restoration,
prints from slides and
other prints available.

Don't Miss Your
First MCAT Question
What is the Best MCAT
Preparation for YOU?
Ignore the claims; Ask your Friends.
For Quality Instruction, Affordable Tuition,
& Highest Scores, Choose to EXCEL!

MCAT Classes begin: Wed. 1/12;
Sat. 1/15; Sat. 1/29; & Tue. 2/8

EXi

11OO South University

Test Preparation

996-1 5OO
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Crazy Wisdom Bookstore

Health & Healing Resources
Acupressure
Rosanne Emmanuele.

.996-2347

Acupuncture
Charles Lincoln..................................973-1012
James Neuenschwander...................995-3200
Jay Sandweiss ..................................995-1880
Acupuncture Point Electro-Diagnosis
Doug Benjamin ..................................995-3200

Alexander Technique
Jane Heirich ......................................761-2135
Anxiety/Panic/Trauma/Phobia
Bob Egri.............................................665-6924

ABOUT THIS RESOURCE...
This is the fourth edition of Health and Healing Resources in Ann Arbor which is
compiled and distributed free by Crazy Wisdom Bookstore. Since 1982, Crazy
Wisdom has served as a center of information for people seeking such resources. This
latest edition contains over 200 listings in 80 categories.
Each of these individuals or centers has completed an information sheet which is
kept in a binder at Crazy Wisdom. Six questions were asked on the sheet pertaining
to services offered, how those services are distinct from others offered, training and
experience, fees, recommended books, and others to be contacted for the listing.
Ask to see the Health and Healing Resources binder at Crazy Wisdom for
information supplied by the following individuals or centers in Ann Arbor. Books
suggested on those sheets are now available at Crazy Wisdom. The staff at Crazy
Wisdom would be happy to assist you in finding the books you want in the areas
listed.
We realize that no such list can be complete, and we hope this will be a good
starting point for you.
Neither Crazy Wisdom nor AGENDA have investigated or evaluated the persons listed.
Consequently, we are not in a position to make recommendations as to any or all of them
or to be responsible for the acts or omissions of anyone listed.

ROBERT DARGEL, ACSW, LMFT
Licensed Marriage & Family Therapist
Clinical Member, American Association for
Marriage & Family Therapy
Member, Ann Arbor Human Rights Commission

**
**
**
**
**

RELATIONSHIP ISSUES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE
SHAME & SELF ESTEEM
SEXUAL ADDICTION
ABUSE SURVIVORS

Astrological Counseling
Joe Abel ............................................665-1849
Deborah Benedict.............................. 697-7148
Aura Glaser .......................................663-3286
Lynn Peterson ...................................482-4498
Bach Flower Remedies
Jeff Devenow.....................................668-8227
Kathleen Durand ...............................747-9824
Bioenergetics
Maurice Alberda ................................663-5457
Julie Frick ..........................................665-2397
Cynthia Gormley................................930-1858
Laura Machida...................................761-7962
Ruth Riegel........................................761-9183
Judy Stone ........................................996-0761

Birth Preparation
Rahima Baldwin ................................662-9381
Peggy Beals ......................................475-0406
Patty Brennan ....................................668-0016

Janet Levine ......................................662-9340
Merilynne Rush .................................998-1294
Mickey Sperlich .................................994-0971

Couples Counseling
Michael Andes...................................662-5215
Therapy Center of Ann Arbor ............668-8448

Body Balancing

Craniosacral Therapy
Laurie Akerros ...................................995-2719
Linda Feldt .........................................662-4902
Barry Ryder .......................................668-8681
Karen Thompson ...............................996-9395
Marsha Traxler.................................. 747-7020

Pauline & Charles Cart.

.971-8032

Body/Mind Psychotherapy
Gretchen Gardner .............................665-8410
Cynthia Gormley................................ 930-1858

Career/Transition Counseling
Phyllis Perry ......................................973-0003
Tom Thomas .....................................665-5579

Channeling
Barbara Brodsky................................971-3455
Carla Gardner....................................662-1137
Children's Tai Chi
Michelle Johnson...........

.662-8114

Chiropractic
Kathleen Dvorak ................................677-1900
KathyGueresso.................................994-7030
Kimberly Jackson ..............................930-6990
Stephen McLean ...............................668-6110
Robert Rose ......................................973-6898
Linda Sayer .......................................677-1900
Robert Tripodi....................................761-7200

Colon Hydrotherapy
Barbara Bean ....................................995-3200
Bernadette DeJamette ......................996-1229
Lynne Nichols ....................................995-3200
Dale-Lin Mallonen .............................995-4999

NATUROPATHIC AND
CHIROPRACTIC PHYSICIAN
Since 1982

Free

"Let us help
you to perform
at your best''

initial
consultation

Dr. Kathy Guerreso N.D.D.C.
:>

J

Ann Arbor Counseling Associates 996-0918

HEALTH: A state of optimal physical, mental
and social well-being and not merely the
absence of disease and infirmity.

GUERRESO CHIROPRACTIC

1207 Packard • Ann Arbor, Ml • 48104

We offer a holistic approach
incorporating the structural, chemical,
mental, and emotional aspects of health.

,2345 S.

HomS>pa^L«^lmeclies

LINDA SAYER, D.C. • KATHLEEN DVORAK, D.C.

Ointments, Gels, Tinctures •]
Nutritional and Herbal Supplements
lins, Books and Crystals
ulQrc

Chiropractic Physicians
Applied Kinesiology, Reiki Therapy

'Ann A&orfMi TO«973»899Q
Mon 10-7, Tues-Fri 9-5, Sat 9-1

CHIROPRACTIC
& MASSAGE

RENEE RUTZ • LISA GOTTLIEB

THERAPY

Massage Therapists
Polarity Therapy, Cranial Sacral Therapy

2020 HOGBACK ROAD
SUITE 7
ANN ARBOR, Ml 48105

677-1900

Appointments Available Evenings & Saturdays

Creative Integration
Maurice Alberda .................

.663-5457

Crystal Healing
Tapestry Counseling ....

Homeopathy
Peggy Beals ......................................475-0406
Patty Brennan ....................................668-0016
Max Koval..........................................853-5113
James Neuenschwander...................995-3200
Michael Vincent .................................399-7160
Hypnotherapy
Dawn Koernke .........................(517)789-7508
Karen Rodriguez ...............................428-9660
Kim and Steven Falcone ...................449-8111
Inner Self Portraits
B.J.Bennett.....................

Creative Process
Creating Results...........

.434-1654

.663-5577

Iridology
Cindy Miller.

.668-8777

Eating Disorders Counseling
Judith Banker ....................................668-8448
Center for Eating Disorders ...............668-8585
Susan Weiss .....................................663-2670

Energetic Medicine Research
Foundation for Energetic Medicine ....747-9039
Feldenkrais Method
Nancy Denenberg .............................761-1514
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.665-0383

Kinesiology
Edward Clark .....................................662-6068
Kimberly Jackson ..............................930-6990
Linda Sayer .......................................677-1900

Kripalu Massage
Kathie Sparling............

.668-0107

Kripalu Yoga
Ti Doerksen.........

.769-8556

Living Foods

Hakomi Bodywork
Carol Perrault ....................................971-0762

Ti Doerksen .......................................769-8556

Hellerwork

Wesley Mallonen ...............................437-4091

Anne Carbone ...................................662-5770

Herbal Healing
Linda Feldt.........................................662-4902

Lymphology Education
Macrobiotics
Thomas Mesko ..................................996-8081

Massage
Laurie Akerros ...................................995-2719
Ann Arbor Therapeutic Massage Center
..........................................................677-0030
Edward Clark .....................................662-6068
James Cottrell ...................................998-0132
Bernadette DeJarnette ......................996-1229
Brian Greminger................................ 741-4961
Lisa Gottlieb ......................................677-1900
Angela Hawksworth...........................996-8232
Cynthia Hoffman................................662-6725
BonnieJohnstone.............................. 662-9646
Karen Kerns ......................................449-8276
Gaia Kile ............................................994-4937
Marsha Levin .....................................665-7697
Janet Levine ......................................662-9340
Eddy Lonteen ....................................662-9437
Laura Machida................................... 761-7962
Wesley Mallonen ...............................437-4091
Carol Perrault ....................................971-0762
Marilyn Powers ..................................668-6147
Julie Ritter .........................................663-5797
Karen Rodriguez ...............................428-9660
David Rosenberg...............................662-6282
Renee Rutz .......................................677-1900
Joy Shannon .....................................769-2232
Luinda Smith .....................................482-3260
Ronald Sulkanen ...............................741-0666
Karen Thompson............................... 996-9395
Mediation
Ann Arbor Mediation Center.

.663-1155

Meditation
Barbara Brodsky................................ 971-3455
Prem Pranama ..................................741-1084
Sukha Murray ....................................761-6520

Midwifery
Rahima Baldwin ................................662-9381
Patty Brennan ....................................668-0016
Merilynne Rush .................................998-1294
Mickey Sperlich .................................994-0971

Mini Massage
Earth Wisdom Music

.769-0969

Movement Therapy
Nancy Denenberg .............................761-1514
Hava Jean Delgado ...........................697-1579

Music and Healing
Minda Hart.......................

Myers Briggs Type Indicator
Michael Andes ...................................662-5215
Catherine Lilly....................................663-4952

Myotherapy
Joy Shannon .....

.769-2232

Neuromuscular Therapy
Barry Ryder .......................................668-8681

Nutritional Guidance
Pauline & Charles Cart ......................971-8032
James Champion ..............................747-9039
Cindy Miller........................................665-0383
Jay Sandweiss ..................................995-1880
Susan Weiss .....................................663-2670

On-Site Massage
James Cottrell..............

"My emphasis is on
helping you experience the
interconnectedness of your
body, emotions, and
thinking in order to resolve
physical and emotional
problems."

Catherine Lilly....................................663-4952

Men's Support Groups
Richard Gull .......................................930-2624
Stefan Kopka .....................................668-1837

202 E. Washington, Suite 308
Ann Arbor, Ml

EARTH WISDOM
MUSIC

ANN ARBOR'S
. MOST UNIQUE Music STORE
Stop in fora free listen!
• Native American Music

•Buddhist Overtone
Chanting
m
• Drumming
• Meditative Music
•Celtic Music
314 E. Liberty
(inside Seva)
Ann Arbor, Ml 48104

(313) 769-O969

organic produce

candles

natural deli items
fresh breads
beer & wine
pet supplies
vitamins
shampoo
cosmetics
soap
dental products
fresh Coleman beef
bulk purified water

.998-0132

Organizational Development
Consultation

Judy Stone M.S.W.
(313)996-0761
Individual & Group
Psychotherapy
Bioenergetic
Analysis

.769-0969

Discover Ann Arbor9s
healthy alternative/
You'll find an incredible
choice of aft the items
you need — from organic
produce to shampoo all carefuUy selected for
quality and wholesomeness.
Arbor Farms is natural
foods and a whole lot more!

greeting cards

kitchen wares
bulk flour & grains
magazines
dairy products
paper products
books
bulk coffee
household cleaners
fresh Amish chicken
commercial produce
Ben & Jerry's
frozen foods

Arbor Farms

2215 W. Stadium near Liberty. Hours: M-S 9-9, Sun 10-6. 996-8111
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Charles Lincoln........

.973-1012

.995-4999

Sara Schreiber......

Jay Sandweiss ..................................995-1880

Psychotherapy

Past Life Regression
Lynn Peterson ...................................482-4498

Pathwork
Brian O'Donnell .................................663-1095

Polarity Therapy
Margaret Rose Byrne ........................662-5448
James Champion ..............................747-9039
Linda Feldt.........................................662-4902
Lisa Gottlieb ......................................677-1900
Karen Kerns ......................................449-8276
Gaia Kile ............................................994-4937
Eddy Lonteen ....................................662-9437
Marilyn Powers ..................................668-6147
Renee Rutz .......................................677-1900
Bil Taylor ...........................................769-7274
Marsha Traxler ..................................747-7020

Postural Integration
.668-8993

Preventive Medicine
Janet Greenhut..................................677-1667
James Neuenschwander...................995-3200

Psychic Counseling
Sandra Shears ..................

Reiki

Psychodrama

Osteopathy

Cheryl Stereff .....................

Resources

Health &

Oriental Herbs

.994-0047

Psychic Healing
John Friedlander ...............................677-3724
Sandra Shears ..................................994-0047

Psychic Readings
Sandra Bunnell ..................................769-0005
John Friedlander ...............................677-3724
Carla Gardner ....................................662-1137
Tom Thomas .....................................665-5579

Michael Andes ...................................662-5215
Marti Atkinson ....................................665-4655
Judith Banker ....................................668-8448
Barbara Boyk.....................................994-4006
Jayne Burch ......................................971-1944
Lynn Chandler ...................................663-7616
Robert Dargel ....................................996-0918
Ken Davis ..........................................995-3200
Bob Egri .............................................665-6924
Julie Frick ..........................................665-2397
Charles Garvin................................... 665-7354
Aura Glaser .......................................663-3286
Cynthia Gormley................................930-1858
Janet Greenhut..................................677-1667
Stefan Kopka .....................................668-1837
Rebecca Mullen.................................662-5925
Brian O'Donnell .................................663-1095
Ruth Riegel ........................................761-9183
Karen Semenuk.................................994-4748
Leah Song .........................................662-7413
Judy Stone ........................................996-0761
Tapestry Counseling .........................668-8777
Bil Taylor ...........................................769-7274
Therapy Center of Ann Arbor ............668-8448
Barb Volger.......................................996-9111
Terry White ........................................662-1777
James Wilton .....................................663-5021
Rebirthing
Gretchen Gardner .............................665-8410

Recovery Counseling
Jayne Burch ......................................971-1944

Rolling

Traditional Chinese Medicine

Rubenfeld Synergy

Trager Psychophysical Integration

Bernard Coyne........................(517) 592-2950

Villabeth Midlam ................................995-8866

Sacred Psychology

Voice Development Education

Sara Schreiber ..................................995-4999
Shamanic Counseling/Healing
Brooke London Isberg .......................647-0030

Shamanic Healing
Brooke London Isberg .......................647-0030
Phil Rogers ........................................996-8168

Shiatsu
Rosanne Emanuele...........................996-2347
Cynthia Hoffman................................ 662-6725
Julia Ritter .........................................663-5797

Spiritual Counseling
Sandra Bunnell ..................................769-0005
Barbara Brodsky................................971-3455
Georgia Olson ...................................662-7180
Marilyn Powers ..................................668-6147
Barb Volger.......................................996-9111

Spiritual Healing
Stephen Dahmen ..............................996-8232
Angela Hawksworth...........................996-8232
Dawn Koernke .........................(517)789-7508

Structural Integration

ACKSON

COMPLETE
FAMILY CENTERED
MIDWIFERY CARE
including

• Prenatal Care
• Home Birth
Postpartum Care
Mickey Sperlich
(313) 994-0971

Merilynne Rush
(313)998-1294

Kothryn R. Linderman, A.C.S.W.
Eating Disorders • Women's Issues
Sexuality
Individuals • Couples • Groups
The Therapy Center of Ann Arbor
552 S. Main • Ann Arbor, Ml 48104

668-8448

Jane Heirich ......................................761-2135

Women's Counseling
Phyllis Perry ......................................973-0003

Women's Health Care
Janet Levine ......................................662-9340

Yoga Instruction
Joe Abel ............................................665-1849
Laurie Blakeney.................................663-7612
David Rosenberg...............................662-6282
Sukha Murray ....................................761-6520
Bil Taylor ...........................................769-7274
This listing was conceived and continues to be
edited by Jonathan Ellis, a medium and spiritual
counselor. He is available for trance readings by
telephone at (904) 228-0261.
To become part of any future updates of this
list, please contact Crazy Wisdom at 665-2757.
Published by Crazy Wisdom, Inc.—Decem
ber, 1993. ©Copyright, 1993. For information,
call 665-2757.

ROLFING©
JEFF BELANGER
Certified Advanced Rolfer

Shiatsu • Sports • Neuromuscular
Myofascial • Deep Tissue Work

Ann Arbor Healing Arts

Max Koval..........................................853-5113
Michael Vincent .................................399-7160

'•tmmmm.

Washington Square Bldg.
(313) 761-5402
202 E. Washington St. • Ann Arbor, Ml

B. J. Bennett ......................................663-5577

Jeff Belanger .....................................973-6898

.;$|ir Optimal Sports Performance, Recovery and

Valentine's Day Gift Certificates Available!

Tarot Card Reading
Tibetan Buddhist Medicine

DR. Ki

Professional Therapeutic Massage

Michelle Johnson...............................662-8114

Margaret Rose Byme ........................662-5448
Kathy Durand ....................................747-9824
Kathleen Dvorak ................................677-1900
Ray Golden .......................................663-6075
Georgia Olson ...................................662-7180

Jim Arkison ........................................429-7286

Cynthia Hoffman

Tai Chi

ROPRACTOR
———— WHOLISTIC HEALTH CARE ————

2835 Peters Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103

GENTLE, LOW FORCE CHIROPRACTIC

(313)747-6459

APPLIED KINESKUOGY

NUTRITIONAL COUNSELING

482? ANN ARflOR SALINE RD., ANN ARBOR, Ml 4810?

CECELIAM. HANCHONA.C.S.W.
AASECT-Certified Sex Therapist

||||ifreStrrierit of Sexual Problems!
||l
Relationship Difficulties
I
Couples and individuals
Wo me n's Issues
Easlover Professional Center
2227 Packard Rd.
Ann Arbor, Ml 48104

668-6441

MARK BENNETT, M.A.
Licensed Professional Counselor
• Career guidance & job search assistance
• Individuals and groups
• Inexpensive home career parties

NOW FORMING MEN'S
ISSUES COUNSELING/
SUPPORT GROUPS

761-9177

Call about my free monthly lecture/demonstration.

Therapeutic Massage
by Tracey Samples

For the neck, shoulders, arms, and back.
I THE REGULAR I

WALK-INS WELCOME

HOURS: Tues.-Sat., approx. noon-2:15pm
215 S. FOURTH
82O-84O5

(in the rear of Common Language Bookstore)

Anne Carbone, RN, BSN

Certified Hellerwork Practitioner
• Release Accumulated Stress
• Move Gracefully With Erect Posture
• Increase Confidence Through
Enhanced Body linage

410 E. William, Ann Arbor
(313)662-5770

By John Carlos Cantu

CLIFFHANGER
[1992. Directed by Penny Martin. Cast: Sylvester
Stallone, Janine Turner, Michael Rooker, Ralph
Waite. Tristar/Columbia Home Video. 113 mins.l

T

here's not much question but someday
film historians are going to be as perplexed
about the spate of tough-guy "coincidence" films
released in the 1990s as they are today about
the 1970s "disaster" film genre.
You remember the type—buildings, ships, or
airplanes that could crash, collapse, or sink,
invariably did, and the disaster managed to
throw a disparate number of characters into
mortal danger. Between "Earthquake,""Airport,"
'The Poseidon Adventure," "Meteor," and even
'The Killer Bees," movie-goers were reviewing
their insurance policies as often as they were
scanning the amusements page of their local
daily newspaper—sometimes simultaneously.
Our analog today is the "coincidence" film.
These movies, in contrast to the disaster
genre, go something like this: First there's a
terrible accident where the hero involves himself
in mortal danger through a chain of circum
stances that is statistically impossible; and then
by the equally remotest chain of coincidences,
he manages to single-handedly save the day (as
well as bond with a good-looking supporting
actress) against a cadre of highly trained tech nofreak muscle-bound mercenaries of equal op
portunity ilk.
"Cliffhanger" is one such outlandish coinci
dence after another.
Yet given the stalwart—if also vaguely stolid—
presence of Sylvester Stallone, it moves to the
head of the class of this rather dubious formula.
In this particular go-round, Stallone's a talented
mountain climber whose troubled past just hap
pens to make him the only last action hero
available to rescue what is mistakenly taken to
be a group of air-wrecked survivors stranded
somewhere up in the Rocky Mountains.
Naturally, we've already been told that these
stranded survivors are actually an international
cartel of highly trained techno-freak musclebound mercenaries bent upon robbing the U.S.
Treasury of three caches of valuable dollar bills;
and we've additionally been told that Sly's first
reaction to their distress signal will be to sulk
rather than use his oft-mentioned mountainclimbing prowess (his talent seems to be the
only thing everyone talks about in the movie).
But, hey, a man's got to do what he's got to
do. Besides, what do you expect? After all, it's a
coincidence...
If, however, we've seen this picture before—

LENINGRAD COWBOYS GO
AMERICA

[1989. Directed by Aki Kaurismaki. Cast: Matti
Pellonpaa, Kari Vaananen, and The Leningrad
Cowboys. English and Finnish with English
subtitles. Orion Classics/Orion Video. 80 mins.]

•A n imaginative amalgamation of Jerzy
m m Skolimowski's"Moonlighting,"RobReiner's
'This is Spinal Tap," and Jim Jarmusch's "Mystery
Train," Aki Kaurismaki's send-up on fame, money,
and music, "Leningrad Cowboys go America," oc
cupies its own irrepressibly strange melodic uni
verse.
The is the story of eight rural Finnish musicians;
their joyfully manipulative road manager, Vladimir;
and the dutiful village idiot, Igor, who tracks them
half-way around the wo rid solely to be their adoring
roadie. The Leningrad C'boys fly into mid-winter
New York City from the frozen tundra of Northern
Europe aiming straight at our red, white, and blue
heart with a cock-eyed liveliness that festoons itself
somewhere between the ribs and the funny-bone.
Zig-zagging across the United States with a
keen eye towards the little details which most of us
take for granted, nothing is too out of the ordinary
to keep Kaurismaki's bandwagon perpetually offbalance. So even though we barely get to know
enough about these guys to leam their individual
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RATING KEY
Acting
Cinematography
Direction
Editing
Narrative
® Sound
* Special Effects

between, for
instance,
Bruce Willis'
exploding skyscrap e rs ,
W e s I e y
Snipe's
crowded air
plane, and
Steven Segal's combattrained Navy
cookery—
why bother
now?
When a symbol appears
When in
following a title, it implies that
doubt look
the corresponding category is a
around the
strength of the movie.
edges of the
picture frame.
"Cliffhanger" has some of the most fantastic
landscape captured on celluloid in recent years.
With the Italian Alps ably subbing for the west
ern mountain states, there's a tremendous natu
ral grandeur to the cinematography that is abet
ted by some nifty action sequences. Try match
ing Mother Nature at her finest against an
airplane rest room or swabby's deck—it's no
contest.
Next, while waiting for the next totally unbe
lievable plot device to propel our reluctant hero
into yet another near-superhuman exercise,
there's enough technical expertise to rev-up our
conceptual motors. In fact, there's enough ex
citement in the sheer audacity of "Cliffhanger's"
special effects to make up for the plot's patent
absurdity.
Stallone's in good form, although he hardly
passes for eithera mountain climberor an actor.
Michael Rooks is still building his resume while
awaiting the film that is going to lift him beyond
quirky supporting status. Janine Turner totes
her now patented "Northern Exposure"
spunkiness to the proceedings. And John
Lithgow makes the most of the opportunity to
play a standard-casting nasty Mcf ilthy who would
plug his Mom for an extra nickel.
Still, if there's a melancholy note to the
proceedings, it's watching Ralph Waite soak up
some loose change of his own in a minor role
that is easily the most accomplished perfor
mance among the cast. Grafting a characterout
of thematic cardboard, Waite's talent wipes
everybody else off the screen with the wrinkle of
his fuzzy eyebrows.
The fact is that "Cliffhanger" is a fun watch.
But an imaginative producer would have cast
Waite in Stallone's role with Stallone in
Lithgow's—and this would be a real Cliffhanger.
Alas, Hollywood wouldn't touch this casting
with a ten-foot ski pole. Instead we're left with a
fabulous travelogue where acting gets left be
hind in the snow and nitroglycerine.

personalities—and all eight musicians are billed in
the film generically as "Leningrad Cowboys"—
they're a self-supporting, uncomplaining unit.
But what kind of hope can you hold out for a
group of knuckle-heads who masquerade as a rock
band in order to make their mark on the American
bar scene? Well, surprisingly, quite a lot. With a
soundtrack that ranges from a kicking-out-thejams "Bom to be Wild" and an almost rockabilly
"That's All Right Mama," to the swinging
"Sakkwarven Polkka" and that immortal standard
"Kuka Mita Hah," the Leningrad Cowboys trace a
traveling band's hilarious tale of woe from New
York City through the Plaza Lounge in Del Rio by
way of Earl's Bar in New Orleans.
How can one possibly dislike a band that duti
fully ferries its dead bass player in an unwieldy
casket strapped to the hood of its touring Caddy?
A band that joyfully mangles rock'n'roll nightly in the
smallest dives between JFK International and the
Gulf of Mexico? A band which stages a proletarian
uprising against their unscrupulous manager on
the evidence of a carload of empty beer cans?
Thus even as the delightfully malevolent Vladimi r
constantly gives them the drift, the Cowboys nearly
always manage to even the score. You've got to
admire the fortitude of an octet of post-modem road
warriors who feature a swinging tuba and boss
accordion among their star attractions. And just in
case you haven't heard them on the radio lately,
their ever-resourceful manager has got an answer
for that one, too: "We've been touring Norway for
the last couple of years."
"Steel Wheels" and "Rolling Thunder Revue"
ain'tgotnothingon these Leningrad C'boys.. .bom
to be wild, indeed!
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Drugs:
Background
Study for the
Post-War Era
By Lawrence Hayes
The Natural Mind: A New Way of
Looking at Drugs and the Higher
Consciousness, by Andrew Well.
229 pages, $8.95 in paperback
(Houghton Mitflin Company, Boston
1972 and 1985).
The Marriage of the Sun and the
Moon: A Quest for Unity in
Consciousness, by Andrew Well,
289 pages, $9.95 in paperback
(Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston
1980).
Our Right to Drugs: The Case for
a Free Market, by Thomas Szasz,
199 pages, $19.95 in hardcover
(Praeger, New York 1992).
By and large, our government has lost
its war on drugs. If s hard to talk about it,
because war fervor seems to have in
duced more paranoia than the actual ingestion of illicit drugs. A sober look at the
war situation reveals overcrowded pris
ons, courts that strike down the more
draconian anti-drug legislation, treatment
programs that can't meet the need, but
mosfly a drug trade that's as big as ever
There will be no way to avoid a policy
change. Thus, this is a good time for one
to thoroughly explore the issues surround
ing mind-altering drugs. To do so through
a thought-provoking format which is unat
tended by government-sponsored hyste
ria, read, preferably in order, the three
books listed above.
Weil's attributes include the unlikely
combination of personal experiences with
various drugs, a knack for Eastern mysti
cism and a background in allopathic medi
cine at Harvard Medical School. He tends
to concentrate on personal experiences,
moral philosophy and pharmacology, by
and large leaving heavy-duty political con
siderations alone.
Szasz, on the other hand, concen

BOOK REVIEWS
trates on the politics. His is the militant
libertarian approach. He emphasizes
personal autonomy, individualism and lim
ited government, demonstrating that drug
prohibition is inimical to such interests.
Szasz relies heavily upon Western
political philosophies. This is why I sug
gest reading the books by Weil first, be
cause his emphasis on Eastern ideas
about morality and consciousness tends
to augment and to balance Szasz's West
ern orientation.
It's surprising that Weil came to adopt
such unconventional wisdom, given that
he attended a very conventional medical
school. Dr. Weil began his college career
at Harvard in 1960. As an undergraduate
he ingested mescaline, LSD, and cannabis.takingextensive notes on his thoughts
and perceptual changes.
During his undergraduate days Weil
saw doctors Timothy Leary and Richard
Alpert banished from the Harvard com
munity because of their experiments in
volving psychedelic drugs. The life of
Richard Alpert is used in order to illustrate
one of Weil's fundamental points—that
mind-altering drugs like marijuana and
hallucinogens can, if properly used, trig
ger states of consciousness which can
subsequently be attained without drugs.
After conducting extensive drug-assisted
explorations of consciousness, Alpert
decided that there was a better way which
did not involve the use of drugs, and
thereafter became Ram Dass, a Hindu
Guru.
In 'The Natural Mind," Weil pursues
ways to escape the ego-centered, ana
lytical aspect of consciousness which is
normally dominant in humans. Though
he maintains that drugs can be a catalyst
to help one to catch glimpses of unusual
states of consciousness, he emphasizes
that drugs are not necessary in order to
do so He shows how many people, for
example adepts in Zen and Yoga, achieve
such states without drugs.
Weil expands upon this theme in "The
Marriage of the Sun and Moon," which
was written as the product of Weil's expe
riences in Africa, Mexico, and South
America He traveled throughout these
areas to gather information about the
context of drug use in non-industrialized
societies.
He recounts several humorous situa
tions. Searching in Colombia for tribal
herbalists to prepare for him yage—a
hallucinogenic concoction made from a

jungle vine—he was stymied by repeated
encounters with quacks intending to get
him so drunk that he couldn't tell that what
they gave him wasn't the real thing. In
Northern Kenya's Chalbi Desert, he found
himself viewing a total eclipse of the sun
with a nomadic tribe of camel herders.
The nomads had been told that the gov
ernment would cause the sun to die.
Weil presents the sun and moon as
metaphors for the two complementary
aspects of human consciousness The
sun, which typically predominates, repre
sents the verbal and analytical aspect; the
moon, which normally cannot be viewed
until the sun goes down, represents the
intuitive, holistic, and nonverbal aspect.
This parallels the depictions of hemispheric
brain lateralization put forth by authors
like Robert Ornstein and Carl Sagan, in
which the sun is be analogous with the left
brain and the moon with the right brain.
Weil claims that drugs temporarily eclipse
the dominant "solar" consciousness so
that one might catch a glimpse of the
elusive "lunar" consciousness. He never
ceases to emphasize, however, that medi
tation is a better tool for this than drugs
are
Weil lacks the emotional charge and
polar biases which one normally finds in
the drug debate. With calm deliberation
and occasional wit he demonstrates how
authorities grossly overrate the dangers
and addictive properties of illicit drugs,
especially as compared to those of licit
drugs like tobacco, alcohol and caffeine.
He does this without waving a pro-legal
ization banner in the reader's face.
Which brings us to Dr. Thomas Szasz,
who most certainly does wave a prolegalization banner. The title of his most
recent book, "Our Right to Drugs: The
Case for a Free Market," speaks for itself.
Szasz began his career as an author
by writing about drugs, reporting on how
the U.S. medical profession embraced
misconceptions about mental illness,
which in turn led to healthy nonconform
ists being institutionalized and shot up
with unpleasant and unhealthy sub
stances. He expanded his inquiry into the
realm of illicit drug use in 1974 with a book
entitled "Ceremonial Chemistry: The Ritual
Persecution of Drugs, Addicts, and Push
ers."
In "Our Right to Drugs," Szasz makes
the case that the ingestion of a mindaltering drug is a personal matter which
does not warrant state intervention. How

Timeless

The Huron River Runs Through It
By William Harmer
Sister Water, by Nancy Willard, 255
pgs., $21 in hardcover (Alfred A Knopf,
New York 1993).
"There is a river, the streams which
shall make glad the city."
Perhaps many natives of Ann Ar
bor, when taking a stroll through Gallup
Park or riding in cars along Huron River
Drive, forget to notice the beauty of the
river surging forward not more than a
few yards away—but not Nancy Willard.
To Willard, who grew up in Ann Arbor
and was educated at and later taught
at U-M, the river is a mysterious and
magical force which binds both the
world of the living and the world of the
dead. For Willard, fiction writer and
award-winning writer of children's po
etry, the Huron River formed a perfect
backdrop for her second novel, "Sister
Water."
"Sister Water" tells the story of an
ordinary family coming to terms life's
greatest obstacle, the unknown. The
Woolman family—Henry, Jessie, and
their two daughters—run a tiny scien
tific supply company and museum
along the Huron River. The museum is
filled with regional artifacts and a pecu
liar indoor stream where fish can be
seen swimming in and out of view from
beneath the building and the river. But
when Henry is gone, and the museum
can the citizens consider themselves
qualified to choose their elected leaders,
Szasz asks, if they can't trust their own
judgment about what to ingest or not
ingest? Szasz contends that drug abuse
is a mere symptom of problems which are
deeply ingrained in American society,
and that the prohibition of various chemi
cals does nothing to solve those prob
lems.
Instead of recognizing symptoms of
larger problems, authorities have blown
the dangers of illicit drug use out of all
proportion. Ignoring distinctions between
use and abuse, they have made illicit
drugs a scapegoat, to which the cause of
problems like poverty and crimearefalsely
attributed. Pol icy-makers con vi nee people
that drugs are destroying society, then

collects dust from the neglect of time,
both grown daughters must face crucial
decisions of their own, about how to
best care for their increasingly senile
mother and their own futures.
Into their lives come two men: Sam
Theopolis, a part-time mystic and misfit
hired to care for their ailing mother, and
Harvey Mack, a suspicious real estate
developer who is determined to convert
the antique museum into a shopping
mall. What follows is an often hilarious,
sad, and uplifting ordeal of a family
struggling with death and loss, fear and
doubt, and the courage to face the
unknown on their own terms.
Revealing a world of strange twists
between imagination and reality,
Willard's book finally blurs the line be
tween the two. Dreams and reality be
come one in this spirit-filled landscape.
The book is not without its rough
edges. There are several events, rang
ing from the death of a husband to a
murder trial, that seemingly come hur
tling out of nowhere. Since these hap
penings are left underdeveloped or
sketchy, the reader is forced to ques
tion whether or not the events are in
deed plausible—and their conse
quences believable. All of this is forgiv
able however, in the winds of wisdom
that carry the reader along and make
this novel such a joy to read.

promise to "get tough" in some innovatively
severe way. Hence anti-drug hysteria
buttresses the power of politicians by
consolidating constituencies whose mem
bers otherwise have more disparate in
terests.
According to Szasz, the drug war
really derives from an abstract notion of
sin, which might not jibe too well with the
constitutional proscription against the al
liance of church and state. He portrays
drug prohibition as government paternal
ism in its most refined state. People who
depend on the state for their values, the
author argues, lose their freedom as part
of the bargain.
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MUSIC REVIEWS
Tom Rule, AGENDA Music Writer

Steven Springer
"Caribbean Casino"
Schoolkids' Records

This latest Schoolkids' Records
release by Steven Springer, gui
tarist for The Trinidad Tripoli Steel
Band, is an eclectic work of Carib
bean music. Although most cuts
are heavy on reggae/calypso/latin
rhythms, each tune projects this
feel in a different way. Some tunes
are aggressive, searing, and
groove-laden, while others are laidback, derivative and pedestrian.
This CD is almost two record
ings in one. First there is Springer
the ensemble player. He adds the
tasty riffs and melodic lines to the
rhythmic and percussive domi
nances of some marginal mate
rial. For instance, Springer takes
hotel/lounge tunes like "Mama
Used to Say" and "Islands in the
Carribean," and turns them into
good, passable numbers.
Then there is Springer the so
loist. His work on songs like "Lost
in the Voodoo" and the excellent
David Dean composition "Who
Cares" is powerful and notewor
thy—demonstrating a Santana-like
control with a blistering electric
guitar wail. The result is a record
ing where we are not overwhelmed
by Springer's technical brilliance
but instead by his musicianship
(although his work on Sonny
Rollins'"Every where Calypso"and
"Snakebus" belies this statement).
This recording is recom
mended both to those who like
exotic Carribean music and to de
but-recording connoisseurs. Hope
fully on subsequent releases
Springer will find material that will
let him stretch out and demon
strate the full range of his consid
erable talents. This recording
merely whets our appetites and
leaves us wanting more.

whirlingRoad
"whirlingRoad"
Skillet Records

Thisdemo CD by whirlingRoad
is a great introduction to this very
strong rockgroup. The band members are Ann Arborites Nick
Hamilton (bass), Kevin Gill (vocals
and guitar), Chris Peters (guitar
and vocals), and Drew Peters
(drums).
The first three cuts of this fivecut CD—"Whispering the Words,"
"Die," and "Comes Down"—are
nearly perfectrocktunes. Theproduction is solid, with a good, even
balance between the guitars,
drums and vocals. The playing is
crisp and shows that these fellows
have the chops to take on other
styles of music besides rock.
Kevin Gill's vocals are particu
larly suited to this genre. They're

Violet Wine
"Violet Wine"
Moodswing Records

When Moodswing Records re
leased Violet Wine's self-titled de
but CD/cassette earlier this year,
band members were heard to say
that the next release would be
even better because they would
know how to use the equipment
better. Well, from the viewpoint of
someone who listens to a lot of
debut releases by young bands,
Violet Wine's initial release is a
keeper, and I can't wait to hear the
next one!
Justin Yunke is in the driver's
seat on drums and percussion.
Keeping the mix tight on bass is
Lee Abramson. Gary Thomas' lead
vocal changes as is needed. On

powerful, clear, and precise, plus
you can understand the lyrics. And,
believe it or not, Gill sounds like a
young Elvis—dominating yet with
a little nervous vibrato.
The last two tunes—"Linden/
Yours" and "Raglan"—are not as
strong as the others. Although the
performance here is more than
competent, the mix is not quite
clean and even. This EP, how
ever, shows that whirlingRoad has
the talent and versatility to handle
other music styles besides Rock. I
can hardly wait to see them live.

The Melba
"Medicine"
Skillet Records

The Melba is an Ann Arbor
band comprised of James Baluyut
on guitar/vocals, Mark Dundon on
bass, and Drew Peters on drums.
This EP has two new cuts and one
from their 1993 tape "Ropebum."
On the whole, The Melba is a good
garage-band. The vocals intona
tion drifts a little, the lyrics are
incomprehensible (except on
"Nineteenth Year") and the guitars
are noisy and heavy on the feed
back, but the tunes are a combina
tion of catchy rock and power pop
mixed with youthful angst-filled lyr
ics. This sets them a step ahead of
many other Ann Arbor alternative
bands. With the proper produc
tion, they could be great.

Ten High
"Gimme One"
Happy Hour

Wendy Case (vocals, guitar) is
the front person for this hard
rock'n'roll group which consists of
Wolfgang Diablo (organ), Sugar
Bonaducci (bass), Maverick Mon
tana (drums) and Smokey Links
(lead guitar). This 45 rpm disc,
recorded in Detroit, consists of
"Gimme One" (side one) and "Bom
to Make You Cry" (side two).
"Gimme One" showcases
Case's powerful alto voice. The
soundofthistune is very early 70s
with great power chords, a nice
subdued organ riff, and an an
them-like refrain—"gimme one."
Kirn Foley's "(I Was) Bom to
Make You Cry" has excellent hardrock-mass appeal. It is noisy, en
ergetic and fun, yet angry and re
bellious. Although there is a ten
dency for this type of music to be
pigeonholed as youth music, this
record clearly demonstrates a
mastery of rock'n'roll, a genre
which is at the heart of much of
poularmusic. Nowlet'shaveafulllength CD. We and Ten High de
serve more.

(in alphabetical order)
1. Big Head Todd and the Monsters, 'Sister
Sweetly" (Giant)
2. Cartene Carter, "Little Love Letters" (Giant)
3. Cracker, "Kerosene Hal" (Virgin)
4. The Cranberries, "Everybody Else Is..."
(Island)
5. PJ Harvey, "Rid ot Me" (Island)
6. John Hiatt, "Perfectly Good Guitar" (A&M)
7. Elmore James, The Sky is Crying, The
History ot..." (Rhino)
8. The Story, The Angel in the House"
(Elektra)
9. Paul Westerberg, "14 Songs" (Sire)
10. Kirn Wilson, Tigerman" (Antones)

Michele Vudnovich, Manager,
Discount Records

1. Afgan Wigs, "Gentleman" (Elektra)
2. Rev. Horton Heat, "Full Custom Gospel
Sounds" (Sub Pop)
3. Brainiac, "Smack Bunny Baby" (Dutch
East)
4. Monster Magnet, "Super Judge" (A&M)
5. Tom Waits, "Black Rider (Island)
6. Breeders, "Last Splash" (4AD)
7. Clutch, "Some Speedway Shit" (East West)
8. Girts Against Boys, "Venus Luxuve No. 1"
(Touch & Go)
9. Superchunk, "On the Morth" (Matador)
10. Hasll Atkins. "Look at That Cave Man Go"
(Norton)
Linda Yohn, Music Director,
WEMU 89.1 FM (in no particular order)
1. Bobby Watson, This Little Light ot Mine"
(Red Records)
2. Houston Person & Ron Carter, "Now's the
Time" (Muse)
3. Hermit Ruffins, "World on a String"
(Justice)
4. Charlie Sepurveda, "Algo Nuestro"
(Antilles)
5. Ronnie Earl & the Broadcasters, "Still
Water" (Audioquest)
6. Kevin Mahogany, "Double Rainbow" (Enja)
7. B.B. King, "Blues Summit' (MCA)
8. Lou Levy, "Lunarcy" (Verve)
9. Cassandra Wilson, "Blue Light Till Dawn"
(Blue Note)
10. Carol Stoane, "Sweet and Slow"
(Concord)

Rob Sunseri, Manager, Where
House Records

1. Muffs, "Mutts" (Warner)
2. Flaming Ups. Transmissions From the Sat
ellite Heart" (Wamer)
3. Redd Cross, "Phase Shifter" (Mercury)
4. Goo Goo Dolls, "Superstar Car Wash"
(Wamer)
5. Posies, "Frosting on the Beater" (Gelfen)
6. Paul Westerberg, "14 Songs" (Sire)
7. Urge Overkill, "Saturation" (Geffen)
8. Nanci Griffith, "Other Voices, Other
Rooms" (Elektra)
9. Tom Waits, "Black Rider" (Island)
10. The Bodeans, "Go Stow Down" (Slash)

Nick Jones, Rock Buyer/Manager,
Tower Records (in no particular order)
1. Goo Goo Dolls, "Superstar Car Wash"
(Metal Blade Alt.)
2. Urge Overkill, "Saturation" (Geflen)
3. Lenny Kravitz, "Are You Gonna Go My
Way" (Virgin)

-By P.J. Ryder
(Note: Violet Wine kicks off PJ's
1994 "No Kickdrum Acoustic
Concert Series" on January 14,
7-8 pm, at PJ's Records & Used
CDs, 617B Packard.)
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4. Daniel Lanois, "For the Beauty of Wyonna"
(Warner)
5. Sugar, "Boaster" (Ryco)
6. Iggy Pop, "American Caesar" (Virgin)
7. Yo La Tengo, "Painful" (Matador)
8. Walt Mink, "Bareback Ride" (Caroline)
9. Big Chief, "Mack Ave. Skullgame" (Sub
Pop)
10. Jamiroquai, "Emergency on Planet Earth"
(Columbia)

Joe Chase, Assistant Manager,
Schoolkids' Records

1. Me'shell Ndege' Ocelto, "Plantation
Lullabies" (Maverick)
2. Paul Mooney, "Race" (Pale Sun)
3. Foley, "Seven Years Ago... Directions in
Smart Alec Music" (Mojazz)
4. Digable Planets, "Reachin" (Pendulum)
5. Jeff Foxworthy, "You Might Be a Red
Neck" (Warner)
6. Keziah Jones, "Blutunk Is a Fact!"
(Caroline)
7. Nicky Skopelitis, "Ekstasis" (Axiom)
8. Urge Overkill, "Saturation" (Geffen)
9. David Grey, "A Century Ends" (Caroline)
10. Linda Berry, "Linda Berry Experience"
(Gang of Seven)

Clifford Walker, Classical Buyer,
Tower Records

1. Dietrich Buxtehude, "Abendmusik"
(D.H.M.)
2. J.S. Bach, "Sonatas for Violin and Piano"
(Phillips)
3. Various Composers, "Ancient Music for a
Modern Age" (RCA)
4. Arvo Part, Te Deum" (ECM)
5. Julius Hemphill, "Live at the New Music
Cafe" (Music Arts)
6. Various Composers, The Voice in the
Garden" (Hyperion)
7. A. Vivaldi, "Oboe Sonatas" (Harmonia
Mundi France)
8. Felix Mendelssohn, "Symphonies lor
Strings' (D.G.)
9. Arnold Schoenberg. "Erwartung" (Phillips)
10. Johann Heinrich Schmelzer, "Sonatas"
(Sony)
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—By William Shea

"Long Division" and "Drinking a
Rose" he is in '80s/90s anthemic
rock mode. On 'The Chinchilla
Song" Thomas sounds as quirky
as anything Dick Siegel has ever
done. The stellar guitar work by
Errol Siegel (no relation to Dick) is
wonderfully complemented by
multi-instrumentalist Jeff Rosenberg. Just when you feel like you
know where the song is going, in
drops a melodica, clarinet, or key
boards. The sum of the parts is
greater than the individual.
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Saturday, Jan. 29
Hill Auditorium
Ann Arbor -MOM

A Fund Raiser for THE ARK
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Tickets on sale at the Michigan
Union ticket office, Herb David
Guitar Studio, Schoolkid's Records
(after Jan.1), and all Ticketmaster
outlets. Charge at 763-TKTS
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Ted Reed, Artist & Repertoire
Agent, Aardvark Records

1. Jutee Cruise, The Voice of Love"
(Warner)
2. Tom Waits, "Black Rider" (Island)
3. Unrest, "Isabel Bishop" (4AD)
4. Acetone, "Cindy" (Capitol)
5. Tsunami, "Deep End" (Simple Machines)
6. Yo La Tengo, "Painful" (Matador)
7. Luscious Jackson, "In Search of Manny"
(Capitol)
8. Majesty Crush, "Love 15" (Dali)
9. Mazzy Star, "So Tonight that I Might See"
(Capitol)
10. Dutch East India Sampler. "Buy This
Used CD" (Dutch East India)

Jim Leonard, Manager, 8KR
Classical

1. Tous Les Matins Du Monde" (Harmonia
Mundi)
2. Victor Ullmann, "Symphony & Piano
Concerto" (Bayer)
3. Henze, "Symphony #7" (EMI)
4. Mahler, "Des Knaben Wunderhorn" by
Hampson (Teldec)
5. Brahms, "Symphony #1" (Kontrapunkt)
6. Wagner, "Parsifal" (Teldec)
7. Suk, "Asrael Symphony" (Supraphon)
8. "Mahler Plays Mahler" (Golden Legacy)
9. Schubert, "Lieder" (D.G.)
10. Dvorak, "Rusalka" (Supraphon)
Michael Jewett, Host of "Afternoon
Jazz," WEMU 89.1 FM (He hates top
ten //sis. These 13 discs are only some of his
favorites.)
1. Alvin Batiste, "Late" (Columbia)
2. Steve Turre, "Sanctified Shells" (Antilles)
3. Cassandra Wilson, "Blue Light Til Dawn"
(Blue Note)
4. Don Byron. "Plays The Music of Mickey
Katz" (Elektra/Nonesuch)
5. The Eighty-Seven Years of Doc
Cheatham" (Columbia)
6. Smokey Wilson. "Smoke 'n Fire" (Bullseye)
7. Tony Bennett, "Steppin Out" (Columbia)
8. Joe Henderson, "So Near, So Far
[Muslngs for Miles]" (Verve)
9. Joshua Redman. "Wish" (Wamer Bros.)
10. Don Pullen, "Ode to Life" (Blue Note)
11. Chuck Carbo, "Drawers Trouble"
(Rounder)
12. Frank Vignola, "Appel Direct" (Concord)
13. Randy Weston. "Volcano Blues" (Antilles)

P.J. Ryder, Owner/Manager, PJ's
Records & Used CDs

1. Professor Longhair, "Anthology Fess"
(Rhino)
2. James Booker, "Spiders on the Keys"
(Rounder)
3. James Booker, "Resurrection of a Bayou
Maharajah" (Rounder)
4. Professor Longhair, "Rum & Coke" (Rhino)
5. Professor Longhair. "Big Chief" (Rhino)
6. Ron Levy, "B-3 Blues & Grooves"
(Rounder)
7. Paul Cebar & the Milwaukeeans, "That
Unhinged Thing" (Shanachie)
8. Johnny Adams, "Good Morning
Heartache" (Rounder)
9. Los Lobos, "Kiko" (Slash/Warner Brothers)
10. Social Distortion, "Somewhere Between
Heaven & Hell" (Epic)

-Compiled by Tom Rule
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Send FEBRUARY Calendar item by
January IS to AGENDA, 220 S.
Main St., Ann Arbor, Ml 48104.
Unless otherwise noted, all events
listed in the CALENDAR are free
and open to the public.

JANUARY

Meeting: Gays & Lesbians Older &
Wiser 11 am, TurnerClinic, 1010 Wall.
Potluck. 936-5962
Children's Hour: Borders Book
Shop 11 am. Topic: Cars, trains, and
airplanes. For ages 3-7 668-7652
Storytime with Bart & Friends: Little
Professor Book Co. 11 am Topic:
Nonsense Ages 4-10. 662-4110

2 Sunday

Booksignmg: Little Professor Book
Co. 1 pm, Westgate Shopping Center
With Elsie Choy, author of 'Leaves of
Prayer." 662-4110

Ongoing Exhibits: U-M Museum of
Art "Socialist Realism: Twent ieth Cen
tury Paintings from the Soviet Union"
runs thru 27 Feb; "Nijinsky Dancing"
runs thru 27 Feb; "Larry Cressman: An
Installation" runs thru 6 Mar. 764-0395

Instructional Skating Classes: A2
Parks & Hec. 1:15pm,Buhr IceRink.
For school-aged children in beginner
and intermediate levels. Runs thru 12
Feb, $34/540 non-res. 994-2780

Sunday Tour: U-M Museum of Art 2
pm. "Nijinsky Dancing." 764-0395

"Beehive": Attic Theatre 5 & 9 pm
(see 6 Thu)

Ministry to Gay Men, Bisexuals, &
Lesbians: Huron Valley Comm.
Church 2 pm services. 3 pm social,
Glacier Way U nited Methodist Church,
1001 Green Rd. 741-1174

RFDBoys: The Ark 8pm. A2's favor
ite bluegrass band, $8.75/57.75 mems,
studs &srs. 761-1451
Dance Potpourri: Grand Traditions
Vintage Dance Academy 8 pm, fillslie Id Grange Hall, A2-Saline Rd. Dance
the watlz. tango, and more. Singles &
couples of all dancing abilities wel
come, 55. 429-0014

Swimming: A2Queer Aquatics Swim
Team (A2QUA) 4:30 pm, Mack Pool.
Kelly, 663-0036
Services for Lesbians, Gay Men &
Bisexuals: Tree of Life Metropolitan
Comm. Church 6 pm, 1st Congreg.
Church,218N. Adams, Yps.485-3922
Sunday Jazz: Del Rio 6:30 pm. 7612530
Meeting: Green Party of Huron Val
ley 6:30 pm, Ben's Restaurant, 1735
Plymouth Rd. 663-3555
Meeting: 22+ Women's Bi-Friendly
Group 7 pm, location TBA. Group lor
bisexual and bi-triendly women 22
years and older. 763-4186
Meeting: Ypsilanti Lesbian, Gay
Men, & Bisexuals' AA 7:30 pm, down
stairs (back entrance), 1st Congreg.
Church,218N. Adams, Yps. 485-3922
Israeli Dancing: Hillel 8 pm, 1429
Hill. Instruction and dancing, all levels
welcome. $2.50. 769-0500
Paul Finkbeiner Session Night: Bird
of Paradise 9:30 pm. 662-8310
A2 "Bluestage": Blind Pig 10 pm.
TheTerraplanes and open stage. 971 2469

3 Monday
Session 3 Instructional Swim: A2
Parks & Rec. Mack Pool. Days and
times vary with skill levels. Runs thru 3
Feb, $22/$26 non-res. 994-2898
Session 3, Pre-Competitive Swim
Program: A2 Parks & Rec. Mack Pool.
Program forchildrento increase speed,
endurance, and skills. Days & times
vary with skill tevel, S60/S72 non-res.
994-2898
Front Runners: The Gay/Lesbian
Running Club 5 pm. Call lor location.
434.4494
Tenant Talk: A2 Tenants Union 6:30
pm, WCBN 88.3 FM. 936-3076
Multiple Sclerosis Support Group:
A2 Center for Indep. Living 7 pm,
2568 Packard. 971-0310
Shamanic Journeys: Creation Spiri
tuality 7:30 pm, 1522 Hill. Trance-like
meditations to a shaman's drumbeat.
665-3522
Social for Lesbians, Bisexual People
4 Gay Men: Canterbury House 8:45
pm, 518 E. Washington. 763-4186
Bird of Paradise Orchestra: Bird of
Paradise 9:30 pm. Big band jazz, $3.
662-8310

Big Dave & The Ultrasonics, Ann Arbor's best blues band, takes the stage at the
Blind Pig in a benefit performance for AGENDA (see 13 Thursday)

4 Tuesday
History of Telecommunications Ex
hibit: N. Campus Commons Arts
and Programs NCC Gallery Wall.
Runs thru 13 Thu. 764-7544
Blind and Visually Impaired Sup
port Group: A2 Center for Indep.
Living 5:30 pm, 2568 Packard. 9710277 or 971-0310 (TDD)
"Closets are for Clothes": WCBN
88.3 FM 6 pm. News and more for the
Lesbian, Gay & Bi communities. 7633500
"How Should We Spend Our Money?
Incarceration or the Needs of Our
Children? Part III": Peace In Sight
7:05 pm, Cable channel 9. 769-7422
Support Group: Adult Daughters of
Alcoholism & Other Trauma 7:30 pm,
3200 Mich Union. Debby, 996-5970
Paul Keller/Cary Kocher Quartet:
Bird of Paradise 9:30 pm, $3. 6628310

5 Wednesday
"Perceptions of Evil": N. Campus
Commons Arts and Programs NCC

Atrium. Focus: 20th-century oppres
sion. Runs thru 21 Fri. 764-7544

Meeting: Lesbian, Bisexual, & Gay
Men's Adult Children of Alcoholics
7:30 pm, Rainbow Rm., St. Andrew's
Episcopal, 306 N. Division. 663-6395
Dance Improvisation Classes for
Women: LGMBPO 7:45 pm, Friend's
Center, 1416Hill. 8-week series, open
to women of all ages and abilities.
Weekly drop-ins okay, $5 (sliding
scale). 763-4186.
Meeting: Latin American Solidarity
Comm. 8 pm, 4120 Mich. Union. 6625552

Ron Brooks Trio: Bird of Paradise
9:30 pm, $3. 662-8310

6 Thursday
Meeting: Homeless Act ion Commit
tee 5:30 pm, Guild House, 802 Monroe. 930-0601
Meeting: Gay & Bisexual Men of
Color Group 7 pm, location TBA.
Vince, 741-9245
Meeting: ACTUP/A2 7:30 pm, Com
mon Language, 215 S. Fourth Ave.
769-8295
A2 Bosnia Coalition Meeting: Interfaith Council for Peace & Justice 8
pm, 730 Tappan. Discuss aid for war
victims in Bosnia. 663-1870

Front Runners: The Gay/Lesbian
Running Club 7 pm (see 3 Mon)
Meeting: Deep Ecology/Earth Spiri
tuality Group 7 pm, 1522 Hill Video:
"Canticle to the Cosmos." 971-6133
Gay & Lesbian Bowling 7:30 pm,
Ypsi-Arbor Lanes. 434-6176

9 Sunday

Lesbian, Bisexual & Gay Happy Hour
Group 5pm, Dominick's,812Monroe.
Sunday Funday: Generations 1 pm,
763-4186
337 S. Main. Musician Marc Thomas
"How Should We Spend Our Money? and puppet Max the Moose perform
Incarceration or the Needs of Our "Moosical" for ages 3 and up. 662Children? Part III": Peace InSight 6615
6:05 pm (see 4 Tue)

Second Sunday Stroll—Discovering

Meetings: Lesbians, Gay Men, & Bi Winter's Treasures: A2 Parks & Rec.
sexuals' AA & Alanon 7:30 pm, Rain 1 pm, Leslie Science Center. "Discov
bow Rm (AA); Upstairs Lounge ering Winter'sTreasures,"$3/$10fam(Alanon), St. Andrews Episcopal, 306 ily. 662-7802
N. Division. 663-6395
"Kerry Tales: Winter Tales":
"Inherit the Wind": Croswell Opera Kerrytown Shops 2 pm, Workbench,
House 8 pm, 129 E. Maumee St., 2nd fl. Kerrytown. Fables and fanta
Adrian. 517-264-7469
sies by Trudy Bulkley. 769-3115
"Beehive": Attic Theatre 8 pm (see 6 Sunday Tour: U-M Museum of Art 2
Thu)
pm. "Drawing on Water: An Installa
whirlingRoad: Cava Java 9:30 pm tion." 764-0395
Rock 'n' roll, S3. 741-JAVA
"Beehive": Attic Theatre 2 pm (see 6
Dance Jam: People Dancing 10pm, Thu)
People Dancing Studio, 111 Third St. Ministry to Gay Men, Bisexuals, &
Varied recorded dance music. Smoke- Lesbians 2 pm (see 2 Sun)
and alcohol-free. Children welcome,
"How Should We Spend Our Money?
$2. 996-2405
Incarceration or the Needs of Our
Children? Part III": Peace InSight
2:05 pm (see 4 Tue)

8 Saturday

Saturday Swim: A2 Parks & Rec. Jitterbug Workshop: Grand Tradi

Terry Murphy: Kitty O'Shea's 9 pm.
Celtic and contemporary folk music.
741-9080

Chill Open Golf Tournament: A2
Parks & Rec. 9 am, Leslie Park Golf
Course. Golf 6 holes in the snow. Reg
ister by 29 Sat, $9. 994-1163

Swimming: A2 Queer Aquatics Swim
Team 4:30 pm (see 2 Sun)

Live Call-in: Peace InSight 9:05 pm,
Cable Channel 9. Topic: "Life Stories"
by Washtenaw County Summer Lit
eracy Program. 769-7422

"The Fully Empowered Psychic":
Practical Psychic Workshops 10 am4 pm, location TBA. Runs thru 9 Sun,
$149. 769-6346

Big Dave & the Ultrasonics: Cava

Viennese Waltz: Grand Traditions
10 am, Pittsfield Grange Hall, A2-Saline Rd. Learn this dance, no partner
required, $5. 429-0014

ArtVideo: U-M Museum of Art 12:10
pm. "Louise Nevelson." 764-0395

"Womyn's Rites & Rhythms":
WCBN 88.3 FM 6 pm. Highlights local
women's activism. 763-3500

The Volebeats: Cava Java 9:30 pm.
Great harmonies & fine guitars, S3.
741-JAVA

tions 3 pm, Pittstield Grange Hall, A2Saline Rd. S ingles & couples welcome,
S5 429-0014

"Beehive": Attic Theatre 8pm, Third
& W. Grand Blvd., Detroit. Tribute to
girl groups and pop queens of the '60s,
S14-S24. 313-875-8284

"Buhrrr Blast": A2 Parks & Rec.
3:30-5:15 pm, Buhr Ice Rink, S2.50/S2
youths &srs. 971-3228

noon, 730 Tappan St. Work lor "Code
ol Conduct" on arms sales, end ol
nuclear testing. 663-1870

Mack Pool. Times & fees vary with age
and skill level. Runs 10 weeks. 9942898

1994 Asian American Art Show: N.
Campus Commons Arts & Programs

Mich. Union Art Lounge. Features 20
student artists. Thru 28 Fri. 764-7544

"Inherit the Wind": Croswell Opera
House 8 pm (see 7 Fri)

Java 9:30 pm, S3. 741-JAVA

Ron Brooks Trio: Bird of Paradise

9:30 pm (see 5 Wed)

7 Friday
Disarmament Working Group: Interfaith Council for Peace & Justice

MOVING IN NEW
BOOKS DAILY
Old Inventory
indefinitely!
Hours: M-F llam-6pm; Sat. 8am-6pm; Sun. & eves by chance
ZOO N. Fourth Ave., Ann Arbor, MI 481O4
(313) 769-4775

Seeds & Pines: A2 Parks & Rec.
10:30 am, Leslie Science Center Sci
ence explorations, $5/grades K-2.
Grades 3-5 meet at 1:30 pm, $6 6627802

"Inherit the Wind": Croswell Opera
House 3 pm (see 7 Fri)

Meeting: Lesbian & Bisexual Women
of Color Collective 5 pm, location
TBA. 763-4186
Services for Lesbians, Gay Men &
Bisexuals 6 pm (see 7 Sun)
Mystery Book Reading Group: Little
Professor Book Co. 6:30 pm. 6624110

Bookstore. Lesbians over 40 welcome
763-4186.
Meeting: Ypsilanti Lesbian, Gay
Men, & Bisexuals' AA 7:30pm (see 7
Sun)
Madcat & Kane: The Ark 8pm, S9/S8
mems, studs & srs. 761-1451
Israeli Dancing: Hillel 8 pm (see 2
Sun)
Paul Finkbeiner Session Night: Bird
of Paradise 9:30 pm (see 2 Sun)
A2 "Bluestage": Blind Pig 10 pm
(see 2 Sun)

10 Monday
Live Call-In: Peace InSight 2:05 pm
(see 6 Thu)
Front Runners 5 pm (see 3 Mon)
Tenant Talk: A2 Tenants Union 6:30
pm (see 3 Mon)
Teen Les/Bi/Gay Support Group 7
pm, call for location. Mark or Miriam,
662-2222.
Multiple Sclerosis Support Group 7
pm (see 3 Mon)
Writers Series: Guild House 8:30
pm. 802 Monroe. With Todd Spencer
of WCBN's Living Poets Series, and
Detroiter Sean Fitzgerald 662-5189
Social for Lesbians, Bisexual Peo
ple, & Gay Men: Canterbury House
8:45 pm (see 3 Mon)
Bird of Paradise Orchestra: Bird of
Paradise 9:30 pm (see 3 Mon)
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Blind and Visually Impaired Sup
port Group 5:30 pm (see 4 Tue)
"Casa Materna: One Answer to the
Maternal Health Care Crisis in Nica
ragua": Interfaith Council for Peace
& Justice 6 pm, St. Mary's Student
Chapel. Dinner ($6) followed by 7 pm
talk by Geronima Ubeda, Nicaraguan
co-founder ol maternity center. RSVP
for dinner, 663-1870
"Closets are for Clothes": WCBN
88.3 FM 6 pm (see 4 Tue)
"Sojourn For Peace to Bosnia":
Peace InSight 7:05 pm, Cable Chan
nel 9 Rev. With Rev. Thomas Sattokf.
769-7422
Support Group: Adult Daughters of
Alcoholism & Other Trauma 7:30 pm
(see 4 Tue)
Kari Newhouse: The Ark 8 pm. Origi
nal songs of love & failure, S8.75/
$7.75 mems, studs & srs. 761-1451
Meeting: U-M Bisexual Men's Social
Group 8 pm (see 4 Tue)
Cary Kocher/Paul Keller Quartet:
Bird of Paradise 9:30 pm (see 4 Tue)

12 Wednesday
ArtVideo: U-M M useum of Art 12:10
pm. "Paris Dances Diaghilev." 7640395

"Buhrrr Blast": A2 Parks & Rec.

3:30 pm (see 5 Wed)

Womyn's Rites & Rhythms" WCBN
88.3 FM 6 pm (see 8 Wed)
Gay Jewish Coffee Hour: Hillel 7
pm, Sweetwater's Cafe. 769-0500

Sunday Jazz: Del Rio 6:30 pm (see 2
Sun)

Meeting: Deep Ecology/Earth Spiri
tuality Group 7 pm (see 5 Wed)

Meeting: Older Lesbians Organiz
ing Comm. 7pm, Common Language

Volunteers in Action: Hillel 7:30 pm.

Front Runners 7 pm (see 3 Mon)

Partners Press, Inc.
410 W. Washington Ann Arbor, MI 48103 (313) 662-8681
newsletters—brochures—envelopes—posters—programs
booklets—doorhangers—color inks—carbonless forms

—— Ann Arbor Practical Psychic Institue Presents
JOHN FRIEDLANDER
MEDITATION AND HEALING SEMINARS
Fri. Jan. 21—Lecture and channeling
by John Friedlander
Jan. 22 & 23—Beginning Seminar

Also offering advanced
clairvoyant and channeling
series, beginning soon.
Private healings available.

For Retails, call Julie at 769-6346 or Donna at 761-8821

1429 Hill. Links U-M students with
community groups. 769-0500

Israeli Dancing: Hillel 8 pm (see 2
Sun)

Rosh Hodesh Service: Hillel 7:30
pm, 1429 Hill. Jewish Feminist Group
celebrates new month of "Shevat" with
readings, ritual and discussion. 7690500

Paul Finkbeiner Session Night: Bird
of Paradise 9:30 pm (see 2 Sun)
A2 "Bluestage": Blind Pig 10 pm
(see 2 Sun)

17 Monday

Meetings: Lesbian, Bisexual, & Gay
Men Adult Children of Alcoholics
7:30 pm (see 5 Wed)

MLK Day Symposium: "The Afri
can-American Lesbian Experience
- A Personal and Historical Perspec
tive" 1 pm, Mich League, Kalamazoo
Room (2nd floor). With Ruth Ellis &
Vera Martin, activists in the lesbian
liberation and civil rights movements.
763-4186.

Gay and Lesbian Bowling 7:30 pm
(see 5 Wed)
"Zcoman and the Sign": A2 Civic
Theatre 8 pm, 2275 Plait Rd. Play
about impact of single act of random
violence on a family and inner-city
community. 971-2228

Building Bridges Across Differ
ences: Dialogues in Action 4 pm,
Mason Hall, 2nd Fl. Part of U-M Martin
Luther King Jr. Day Symposium. 9361875

The Four Hands Guitar Duo: Leo
nardo's 8 pm, N. Campus Commons.
764-7544
Open Stage: The Ark & Al Nalli Mu
sic 8 pm, The Ark. Sign up at 7:30 pm
for a short set, $3/$2 mems, studs &
srs. 761-1451

Front Runners 5 pm (see 3 Mon)

Bisexual Womyn's Group: LesbianGay Male Programs Office 8 pm.
location TBA. 763-4186
Meeting: Latin American Solidarity
Comm. 8 pm (see 5 Wed)

Contemporary jazz and be-bop band, Straight Ahead, plays two shows
at The Ark (see Saturday 22)

Ron Brooks Trio: Bird of Paradise
9:30 pm (see 5 Wed)

13 Thursday
Meeting: Homeless Action Commit
tee 5:30 pm (see 6 Thu)
Jewish Feminist Discussion Group:
Hillel 6:30 pm, 1429 Hill. 769-0500
Meeting: Lambda Graduate Asso
ciation 7 pm, location TBA. Les/Bi/
Gay graduate student group. 763-4186
Gay & Bisexual Men of Color Group
7 pm (see 6 Thu)
Meeting: ACTUP/A2 7:30 pm (see 6
Thu)
Live Jazz: Leonardo's 8 pm, N. Cam
pus Commons. 764-7544
Mose Allison: Bird of Paradise 8 &
10 pm, S10 ($8 studs). 662-8310
"Zooman and the Sign": A2 Civic
Theatre 8 pm (see 12 Wed)
"Beehive": Attic Theatre 8 pm (see 6
Thu)
Benefit with Big Dave & the Ultra
sonics: AGENDA 9 pm. Blind Pig.
Jumpin' blues by Schoolkids' Record
ing artists, $5. 996-8018
Terry Murphy: Kitty O'Shea's 9 pm
(see 6 Thu)
Peter "Madcat" Ruth: Cava Java 9:30
pm. Solo blues, $3. 741-JAVA

14 Friday

pm, N. Campus Commons. Old-time
dance music, swing, and "new"-grass.
764-7544
Division Street: The ArkSpm. Veter
ans ol Mich. bluegrass & folk scenes,
S8.75/S7.75 mems, studs & srs. 7611451
"Zooman and the Sign": A2 Civic
Theatre 8 pm (see 12 Wed)
"Inherit the Wind": Croswell Opera
House 8 pm (see 7 Fri)
"Beehive": Attic Theatre 8 pm (see 6
Thu)
Mose Allison: Bird of Paradise 9 &
11 pm, $10.662-8310

Violet Wine: Cava Java 9:30 pm
Rock 'n 1 roll/pop, $3. 741-JAVA

15 Saturday
"The Mountaintop": N. Campus
Commons Arts & Programs NCC
Gallery Wall. Ypsi artist John Law
rence's drawings of human figures,
including MLK. Runs thru 4 Feb. 7647544
"James Tissot: Prints From The
Aldrich Collection": U-M Museum
of Art Etchings and lighographsbythe
elegant Anglo-French artist. Runsthru
6 Mar. 764-0395

Lesbian, Bisexual & Gay Happy Hour
Group 5 pm (see 7 Fri)

Forum on Converting Our Economy:
Interfaith Council for Peace & Jus
tice 9:30-11:30 am, 310 S. Ashley.
663-6248

Reception: N. Campus Commons
Arts & Programs 6 pm, Mich. Union
Art Lounge. Featuring the 1994 Asian
American Art Exhibit, with dance and
musical performances. 764-7544

"Drip, Drop": A2 Parks & Rec. 10
am, Leslie Science Center Explora
tion of wonders of water, ice and snow,
lor ages 3-5 w/ parent, $5 (per child).
Pre-register, 662-7802

"Sojourn For Peace to Bosnia":
Peace InSight 6:05 pm (see 11 Tue)

Children's Hour: Borders Book
Shop 11 am. Topic: Bears Forages37. 668-7652

Violet Wine: PJ's Used Records 7
pm. Acoustic jazzy rock by recent
Moodswingrecordingartists. 663- 3441
Meeting: Older Lesbians Organiz
ing 7:30 pm (see 9 Sun)
Meetings: Lesbians, Gay Men & Bisexuals' AA & Alanon 7:30 pm (see 7
Fri)
The Raisin Pickers: Leonardo's 8

Musical Performance/Workshop:
Little Professor Book Co. noon. With
Connie Walters and Diane Totten,
authors of books for early childhood
educators. 662-4110
Fiction Writers Workshop: Little
Professor Book Co. 2 pm. With Mich
ael Krieger, author ol' Melvin Howard's
Fireside Chats." For all ages. 662-

4110
"Zooman and the Sign": A2 Civic
Theatre 2 & 8 pm (see 12 Wed)
"Beehive": Attic Theatre 5 & 9 pm
(see 6 Thu)
"Does Dr. King's Dream Still Live?":
Interfaith Council for Peace & Jus
tice 6 pm, EMU (MLK day events).
Talk by Interfaith staffer Ahmad A.
Rah man. 663-1870
Introduction to Astrology Work
shop: Little Professor Book Co. 7
pm 662-4110
Potpourri: A2 Symphony Orchestra
8 pm, Mich Theater, S14-S22 9944801
Trio Tchaikovsky: U-M Musical So
ciety 8 pm, Rackham Aud. Moscow
ensemble makes A2 debut, $14-524.
764-2538
Celebration of Jewish Arts: Hillel 8
pm, 1429 Hill. With performance artist
Judith Sloan, $10/$5 studs. 769-0500
Mustard's Retreat: The ArkSpm. CD
release party for "5 Miles or 50,000
Years." S9.50/S8.50 mems, studs &
srs. 761-1800
"Inherit the Wind": Croswell Opera
House 8 pm (see 7 Fri)
Mose Allison: Bird of Paradise 9 &
11 pm, $10. 662-8310

Five Guys Named Moe: Cava Java
9:30 pm. Classic siring swing, $3.741JAVA
Dance: Club Fabulous 10 pm, loca
tion TBA. Ann Arbor's monthly Bi-GenderChem-Free Dance. 763-4186

16 Sunday
Storytelling Hour: Generations 1 pm,
337 S. Main. Regina Winbom reads
stories from multi-cultural collection.
662-6615
Meeting: Parents-FLAG/ A2 2 pm.
King of Kings Lutheran Church, 2685
Packard. 741-0659
Health Seminar: Little Professor
Book Co. 2 pm. Chiropractor Kathy
Guerreso discusses stress and your

NEAHTAWANTA CENTER
1308-A Neahtawanta Road
Traverse City, MI 49684
(616)223-7315

WORKSHOPS & RETREATS
• February 25-27: Alignment: Personal, Political, Spiritual,
with George Lakey
• March 18-29: SelfcareforCaregivers,
with Sheila K. Collins, Ph.D.
• April 8-10: Honoring the Scared Mysteries: A Workshop for
Women and Men, with Starhawk & David Miller
•June 9-14: Pertnaculture andBioregional Design,
with Peter Bane and David Jacke
CALL OR YVKITI-: IOR MORK INFORMATION

Meeting: Deep Ecology/ Earth Spiri
tuality Group 7 pm (see 5 Wed)
Front Runners 7 pm (see 3 Mon)
Gay and Lesbian Bowling 7:30 pm
(see 5 Wed)
Meetings: Lesbian, Bisexual, & Gay
Men Adult Children of Alcoholics
7:30 pm (see 5 Wed)
The Steve Hiltner Duo: Leonardo's
8 pm, N. Campus Commons. Jazz and
Latin selections. 764-7544
Open Stage: The Ark & Al Nalli Mu
sic 8 pm(see 12 Wed)
Meeting: Latin American Solidarity
Comm. 8 pm (see 5 Wed)
Ron Brooks Trio: Bird of Paradise
9:30 pm (see 5 Wed)

20 Thursday

Tenant Talk: A2 Tenants Union 6:30
pm (see 3 Mon)

Meeting: Homeless Action Commit
tee 5:30 pm (see 6 Thu)

Teen Les/Bi/Gay Support Group 7
pm (see 10 Mon)

Meeting: ECO-ACTION 7 pm, 1046
U-M Dana Bldg. Examine national en
vironmental issues. 665-1514

Multiple Sclerosis Support Group 7
pm (see 3 Mon)
Shamanic Journeys: Creation Spiri
tuality 7:30 pm (see 3 Mon)

"Ain't Got Long to Stay Here": Mich.
Theater 8 pm Musical drama about
body. 662-4110
the life and times ol Martin Luther King,
Sunday Tour: U-M Museum of Art 2 Jr., by the Tennessee Repertory Com
pany, $13.50 & $20. 668-8397
pm. "Socialist Realism." 764-0395
Opening Lecture and Reception: U- The Winans: U-M Academic & Mul
M Museum of Art 2 pm, Angell Hall ticultural Affairs 8 pm, Power Center.
Aud. B. Guest curator Beth Genne Urban contemporary gospel concert
discusses "Nijinsky Dancing" and (closing event lor 1994 Martin Luther
Nijinsky's "Afternoon of a Fawn." 764- King, Jr. Day symposium), $10-$20.
645-6666
0395
"Beehive": Attic Theatre 2 pm (see 6 Social for Lesbians, Bisexual
People, & Gay Men: Canterbury
Thu)
House 8:45 pm (see 3 Mon)
Ministry to Gay Men, Bisexuals, &
Bird of Paradise Orchestra: Bird of
Lesbians 2 pm (see 2 Sun)
Paradise 9:30 pm (see 3 Mon)
"Sojourn For Peace to Bosnia":
Peace InSight 2:05 pm (see 11 Tue)
"Inherit the Wind": Croswell Opera
House 3 pm (see 7 Fri)
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1 8 Tuesday

Blind and Visually Impaired Sup
Swimming: A2 Queer Aquatics Swim port Group 5:30 pm (see 4 Tue)
Team 4:30 pm (see 2 Sun)
"Closets are for Clothes": WCBN
Services for Lesbians, Gay Men & 88.3 FM 6 pm (see 4 Tue)
Bisexuals 6 pm (see 2 Sun)
"Islam in Relation to Other Faiths":
Romance Readers Book Group: Peace InSight 7:05 pm, Cable Chan
Little Professor Book Co. 6:30 pm nel 9. With Ahmad A Rahman of Inter
662-4110
faith Council for Peace and Justice.
Meeting: The Green Party of Huron 769-7422
Valley 6:30 pm (see 2 Sun)
Booksigning: Borders Book Shop
Sunday Jazz: Del Rio 6:30 pm (see 2 7:30 pm. With Teshome Wagaw. U-M
Professor of Education and AfroSun)
american & African Studies and author
Fundraising House Party: Mich. of "For Our Soul: Ethiopian Jews in
Campaign for Human Dignity/A2 7 Israel." 668-7652
pm. location TBA. Bring a date and his/
Support Group: Adult Daughters of
her checkbook! 763-4186.
Alcoholism & Other Trauma 7:30 pm
Reception: Common Language (see 4 Tue)
Bookstore 7pm. With African-Ameri
can lesbian activists Vera Martin and The Throat Singers of Tuva: Prism
Productions & The Ark 8 pm, The
Ruth Ellis. 663-0036
Ark, 637-1/2 S. Main. These magical
voices
devastated the sold-out crowd
Meeting: Ann Arbor Playwrights 7
pm, 320 S. Main St., 2nd Fl. Play at last year's Ann Arbor Summer Fes
wrights' reading and discussion group tival. A single vocalist produces 2 or 3
notes at once. S12.75. 645-6666
663-7065

Parents with Disabilities: A2 Center
for Indep. Li ving 7 pm, 2568 Packard
Support Group. 971-0277
Gay & Bisexual Men of Color Group
7 pm (see 6 Thu)
"Meet The Press": Hillel 7:30 pm,
1429 Hill Author and commentator
Yossi Melman speaks on US-Israeli
relations. 769-0500
Meeting: ACTUP/A2 7:30 pm (see 6
Thu)
A2 Bosnia Coalition Meeting: Inter
faith Council for Peace & Justice 8
pm (see 6 Thu)
Live Jazz: Leonardo's 8 pm (see 13
Thu)
"Beehive": Attic Theatre 8pm (see 6
Thu)
Greg Applegate & Bill Boley: Cava
Java 9:30 pm. Singer-songwriters. $3.
741-JAVA
Ron Brooks Trio: Bird of Paradise
9:30 pm (see 5 Wed)

21 Friday
Lesbian, Bisexual & Gay Happy Hour
Group 5 pm (see 7 Fri)
"Islam in Relation to Other Faiths":
Peace InSight 6:05 pm (see 18 Tue)
Moonlight Serenade: A2 Parks &
Rec.6:30pm, Huron HillsCross Coun
try Ski Center. Ski under the stars,
$2.50 plus ski rental. 971-6840
Cards & Games Night: Older Lesbi
ans Organizing 7:30 pm, local ion TBA.
Bring treats and drinks to share, sub
stance-free. 763-4186
Meetings: Lesbians, Gay Men, & Bi
sexuals' AA & Alanon 7:30 pm (see 7
Fri)
Janet Tenaj: Leonardo's 8 pm, N.
Campus Commons. Jazz duo 7647544
Koko Taylor: Prism Productions 8
pm, The Majestic, Detroit Queen of
the blues, $13.50 645-6666

Meeting: 22+ Women's Si-Friendly
Group 7 pm (see 2 Sun)

Gary Kocher/Paul Keller Quartet:
Bird of Paradise 9:30 pm (see 4 Tue)

Meeting: Ypsilanti Lesbian, Gay
Men, & Bisexuals' AA 7:30pm (see 2
Sun)

19 Wednesday

"Beehive": Attic Theatre 8 pm (see 6
Thu)

Party of Three: The Ark &
Schoolkids' Free Concert Series 8
pm. The Ark. Energetic Celtic music.
761-1451

"Buhrrr Blast": A2 Parks & Hec.
3:30 pm (see 5 Wed)

Kiss Me Screaming: Cava Java 9:30
pm,$3. 741-JAVA

"Womyn's Rites & Rhythms" WCBN
88.3 FM 6 pm (see 8 Wed)

Dance Jam: People Dancing 10 pm
(see 7 Fri)

RFD Boys: The Ark 8 pm (see 8 Sat)

(M) Jourden's Marathon
r
i
i 10% This coupon good
for 10% OFF any
i
OFF
i
BRAKE JOB.
i
I
Open for repairs: Mon-Fri 7 am-6 pm;
* Sat till noon. (Major credit cards accepted.)

10%
OFF

Not valid with other offers.
Expires 1/31/94

Imm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm

Jourden's Marathon

1026 Broadway • Ann Arbor • 662-5552
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22 Saturday

STEVEN A. REED
Attorney at Law
Divorce * (ustody
Consumer Protection
Employment • Juvenile
Personal Injury

(313) 572-0654

Movement and Sound Journey:
Project Paradigm 10am, Friends Meet
ing House, 1420 Hill. Creativity, healing
and sell reflection, $25. 697-1579
Children's Hour: Borders Book Shop
11 am. Snow stories and winter crafts lor
ages 3-7. 668-7652
Storytime with Bart & Friends: Little
Professor Book Co. 11 am. Topic: The
world ot wolves. 662-4110
"Beehive": Attic Theatre 5 & 9 pm (see
6Thu)
Meeting: Older Lesbians Organizing
7 pm (see 9 Sun)
Straight Ahead: The Ark 7:30 & 10 pm.
All-female contemporary jazz band,
$12.50.761-1451
"Great Inspirations": Adrian Sym
phony Orchestra 8 pm, Croswell Opera
House, Adrian. Performance of Beetho
ven selections (fee). 517-264-3121

Short Moves
Rubbish & Trash Removal
Commercial & Residential
CLEAN AND RELIABLE

Free estimates
(313)995-5499

^ Owned & Operated by
v
JeffYeargain
$25 ihinitnum

Mark Hynes Trio: Cava Java 9:30 pm.
Saxophonist w/bass &drums. 741 -JAVA
Ron Brooks Trio: Bird of Paradise
9:30 pm. $5.662-8310

23 Sunday

Swimming: A2 Queer Aquatics Swim
Team 4:30 pm (see 2 Sun)
Meeting: Lesbian & Bisexual Women
of Color Collective 5 pm (see 9 Sun)

100% COTTON
baby and children's clothes
Phyllis Ponvert
719 South 7th St. • Ann Arbor, Ml 48103 • (313) 662-9186

15% off at Farmers' Market with this ad!
Authentic
crafts,
jewelry,
children's
clothing,
music &
clothing
FROM VARIOUS
COUNTRIES, CONTINENTS & INDIGENOUS PEOPLES.
3% of all sales goes to Kalpulli Koalko of Mexico, which
works to preserve indigenous traditions & the environment.

336 S. State, Lower Level of Bivouac
Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 • 747-9944
Repeat after me:

"There is no place like home"

JEAN NEAD,
REALTOR®
For real estate, the
name you need.
Voice pager: 313-308-1556'Office: 313-761-9766

RICHWINE
COMPANY

mooEBN ART FOR THE FIRST TIME (FOR A SO
CIAL FUNCTlO!4)-AND LATEB HAD TMlS THOUGHT
ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE OF ART AND CULTURE
TO A weLL-KOUNDED LIFE:__________

museums BECAUSE

THEY DON'T HAVt
GOLF CARTS... IF
You PUT A GOLF
CART IN A MU
SEUM I'LL GO"
YOU-CAN DRIVE
AROUND IT A
LOT FASTER.'"

*AU flUOTK 100-fc 6ENOINE.'

DURING THE NAFTA BATTLE, RUSH VtlEl&HED 'N
WITH THIS WELL-REASONED
•tf Wt ARE 60\N&T6 START REWARDING
NO SKILLS AND STUPID PEOPLE-I'M SERI
OUS. uET, LET, LET THE UNSKILLED JOSS,

LET -mem, LET, LET; LET, Tue,TrtE,TH£ tcmoi

OF JOBS THAT.TMRT, THftT TAKE ABSO
LUTELY NO KNOWLEDGE WHATSOEVEZTO
DO. LET STUPID AND UNSKILLED
00 THAT WORK-

FINALLY, LET'S CLOSE WITH SOWE FOOD FOR

THOUGHT FROM THE MM WHO REGULARLY RAILS
A&AlNST 'FENIlNAltS; "EHVlKeHMENTAL
AND -U6LO-AMERICANS :
'WHEN LIBERALS
LACK A SUB
STANTIVE ARSUmENT-

•-THEY RESORT
IB ffAfKECALLIHG !

A TIP of TMt P£W£&UIN) To TH£
C06 J70535, .JAN CXE60. CA 12118.

"Can We Talk? Finding Our Common
Ground Between Religious And Cul
tural Differences": Hillel 8 pm, 1429
Hill. 769-0500
"The Complete Shostakovich String
Quartet Cycle": U-M Musical Society
8 pm, Rackham Aud. Featuring the
Borodin String Quartet, $14-$22. 7642538
Meeting: U-M Bisexual Men's Social
Group 8 pm (see 4 Tue)
Cary Kocher/Paul Keller Quartet: Bird
of Paradise 9:30 pm (see 4 Tue)

Meeting: ACTUP/A2 7:30 pm (see 6
Thu)

Dale Gilmore & more, $19.50 & $22.50.
645-6666

The Complete Shostakovich String
Quartet Cycle: U-M Musical Society 8
pm, U-M Museum of Art. (see 26 Wed)

Community Dancing in the AngloAmerican Tradition (1650-1990): N.
Campus Commons Arts & Programs
7 pm, Mich. League Ballroom. Demon
strations in authentic attire. 764-7544

"Prelude to a Kiss": A2 Civic Theatre
8 pm, 2275 Platt Rd. Play about the
confusion of two young lovers (fee). 9712228
"Beehive": Attic Theatre 8 pm (see 6
Thu)
Live Jazz: Leonardo's 8 pm (see 13
Thu)
Frank Allison: Cava Java 9:30pm. S3
741-JAVA

Services for Lesbians, Gay Men &
Bisexuals 6 pm (see 2 Sun)

26 Wednesday

Sunday Jazz: Del Rio 6:30 pm (see 2
Sun)

ArtVideo: U-M Museum of Art 12:10
pm. 'The Battleship PotemMn." 764-0395

Meeting: Ypsilanti Lesbian, Gay Men,
& Bisexuals' AA 7:30 pm (see 2 Sun)

Muscular Dystrophy Support Group:
A2 Center for Indep. Living 1 pm, 2568
Packard. 971-0277

28 Friday

"Buhrrr Blast": A2 Parks & Rec. 3:30
pm (see 5 Wed)

No School Days: A2 Parks & Rec. 9
am-3:30 pm, Cobblestone Farm. Crafts
and games for kids (K-5) on their day off,
$21 (bring lunch). Register at A2Parks&
Rec. 994-2928

Israeli Dancing: Hillel 8 pm (see 2 Sun)
Paul Finkbeiner Session Night: Bird
of Paradise 9:30 pm (see 2 Sun)
A2 "Bluestage": Blind Pig 10 pm (see
2 Sun)

24 Monday
Masters Swim Session 3: A2 Parks &
Rec. Mack Pool. Must be able to swim 1
mile. Classes are Mon-Fri, 6-7:30 am or
Mon, Wed, Fri 6-7:30 pm.Feesbased on
number of workouts. 994-2898
Front Runners 5 pm (see 3 Mon)
Tenant Talk: A2 Tenants Union 6:30
pm (see 3 Mon)
Teen Les/Bi/Gay Support Group 7 pm
(see 10 Mon)
Multiple Sclerosis Support Group 7
pm (see 3 Mon)
Shamanic Journeys: Creation Spiri
tuality 7:30 pm (see 3 Mon)
Writers Series: Guild House 8:30 pm,
802 Monroe. With Beth Hass and Alyson
Hagy, both from the American South.
662-5189

"Womyn's Rites & Rhythms" WCBN
88.3 FM 6 pm (see 8 Wed)
The Birthday of Trees: Hiltel 6:30 pm,
1429 Hill. Celebrationof nature featuring
veggie potluck seder. 769-0500

Ron Brooks Trio: Bird of Paradise
9:30 pm (see 5 Wed)

Tour: U-M Museum of Art 1:30 pm.
"Socialist Realism." 764-0395

Front Runners 7 pm (see 3 Mon)

Lesbian, Bisexual & Gay Happy Hour
Group 5 pm (see 7 Fri)

Meeting: Deep Ecology/ Earth Spiri
tuality Group 7 pm (see 22 Wed)

RESULTS Town Meeting: Peace
InSight 6:05 pm (see 25 Tue)

Figure Skating Exhibition: A2 Parks &
Rec. 7:30 pm, Veteran's Ice Arena. 761 7240

Meetings: Lesbians, Gay Men, & Bi
sexuals' AA & Alanon 7:30 pm (see 7
Fri)

Booksigning: Borders Book Shop 7:30
pm. With Alan Lightman, MIT science
professor and author ot "Einstein's
Dreams." 668-7652

Myron Grant: Leonardo's 8 pm, N
Campus Commons. Jazz quartet. 7647544

Gay and Lesbian Bowling 7:30 pm
(see 5 Wed)
Meetings: Lesbian, Bisexual, & Gay
Men Adult Children of Alcoholics 7:30
pm (see 5 Wed)
Paula Denton: Leonardo's 8 pm, N.
Campus Commons. '60s and 70s musi
cal favorites. 764-7544

The Lollypop Guild: Cava Java 9:30
pm. Poppy, psychedelic rock, $3. 741JAVA
Paul Vornhagen Quartet: Bird of Para
dise 9:30 pm, S5. 662-8310

30 Sunday
Community Involvement Meeting:
Wildflour Bakery 11:30 am, 208 N.
Fourth Ave. Potluck followed by noon
meeting. 994-0601
Arts & Crafts Day: Generations 1 pm,
337 S. Main. Kate LaPorte sketches
magical chalk drawings with children 3
and up. 662-6615
"Feed the Poets": Del Rio Bar 1:30
pm. Readings by area poets. 761-2530
Nicaraguan & Guatemalan Women's
Words: Common Language Book
store 2 pm. Readings by Phyllis Ponvert
and Debbie Billings from interviews they
conducted 663-0036

"Beehive": Attic Theatre 2 pm (see 6
Thu)

The Complete Shostakovich String
Quartet Cycle: U-M Musical Society 8
pm, U-M Museum of Art. (see 26 Wed)

Ministry to Gay Men, Bisexuals, &
Lesbians 2 pm (see 2 Sun)

Mick Vranich & Wordban'd: Cava Java
9:30 pm. Post-modern John Lee Hooker,
$3. 741-JAVA

Bird of Paradise Orchestra: Bird of
Paradise 9:30 pm (see 3 Mon)

Open Stage: The Ark & Al Nalli Music
8pm (see 12 Wed)

Dance Jam: People Dancing 10 pm
(see 7 Fri)

25 Tuesday

Bisexual Womyn's Group 8 pm (see
12 Wed)

29 Saturday
Days Off Outdoors: A2 Parks & Rec. 9
am-3:30 pm, Leslie Science Center.
Hands-on science projects, $21. 662V802

Blind and Visually Impaired Support
Group 5:30 pm (see 4 Tue)

Meeting: Homeless Action Commit
tee 5:30 pm (see 6 Thu)

Children's Hour: Borders Book Shop
11 am. Fairy tales from many lands, for
ages 3-7. 668-7652

"Closets are for Clothes": WCBN 88.3
FM 6 pm (see 4 Tue)

Jewish Feminist Discussion Group:
Hillel 6:30 pm (see 13 Thu)

Tour: U-M Museum of Art 1 pm (see 28
Fri)

RESULTS Town Meeting: Peace
InSight 7:05 pm, Cable Channel 9.7697422

Meeting: Lambda Graduate Associa
tion 7pm (see 13 Thu)

"Beehive": Attic Theatre 5 & 9 pm (see
6 Thu)

Racial and Economic Justice Task
Force Meeting: Interfaith Council for
Peace & Justice 7:30 pm, 730 Tappan
SI. 663-1870

17th Annual A2 Folk Festival: Office
of Major Events 6 pm. Hill Aud With
Michelle Shocked, Richard Thompson,
Bela Fleck and the Flecktones. Jimmie

Support Group: Adult Daughters of
Alcoholism & Other Trauma 7:30 pm
(see 4 Tue)

"Prelude to a Kiss": A2 Civic Theatre
8 pm (see 27 Thu)

"Beehive": Attic Theatre 8 pm (see 6
Thu)

Pa LI! Vornhagen Quartet: Bird of Para
dise 9:30 pm, $5. 662-8310

27 Thursday

The Complete Shostakovich String
Quartet Cycle: U-M Musical Society 8
pm, Rackham Aud. (see 25 Tue)

Sunday Tour: U-M Museum of Art 2
pm. "Drawing on Water: An Installation."
764-0395

The Complete Shostakovich String
Quartet Cycle: U-M Musical Society 8
pm, U-M Museum of Art. Featuring the
Borodin Siring Quartet, $22. 764-2538

Ron Brooks Trio: Bird of Paradise
9:30 pm (see 5 Wed)

Full Moon Ritual: Goddess Studies 7
pm, 1522 Hill. 663-3276

"Prelude to a Kiss": A2 Civic Theatre
8 pm (see 27 Thu)

Social for Lesbians, Bisexual People,
& Gay Men: Canterbury House 8:45
pm (see 3 Mon)

Conference-"Shostakovich: The Man
and His Age": U-M Museum of Art
Explores the music and times ot this
great Russian composer. Runs thru 30
Sun. 764-0395

by TOM TOMORROW

RUSH RECENTLY VIStTED NEWARK'S MUSEUM OF

"I OOM'T 60 TO

HAPPEN.'*

Ministry to Gay Men, Bisexuals, &
Lesbians 2 pm (see 2 Sun)

AnnuaI Meeting: Ecology Center 3pm,
St. Andrew's Episcopal Church, 306 N.
Division. Presentation: "Critical Environ
mental Issues Facing Mich. and the Great
Lakes" by Mark Van Putten of the Na
tional Wildlife Federation. 761-3186

enchanting animals
hand painted on

-r/ft THE FouRTrt
BRANCH OF GOV
ERNMENT. VVHY
Am i T«e
BRANCH OF GOV
ERNMENT? BE£AUSE THE OTHER
TWO LET IT

Meeting: Older Lesbians Organizing
2 pm (see 9 Sun)

"Islam in Relation to Other Faiths":
Peace InSight 2:05 pm (see 18 Tue)

(THE CATS PAJAMA

TO BALANCE. THIS CARTOOM'S PREVIOUS CRVHlTO. WE'RE LETTING WStf LMBM6H SPEAK
FOR HIMSeiP TMIS WEEK™ FOR INSTANCE, ON THE
SUBJECT OF HIS OWN ENORtoWS INFLUENCE,
RUSH HAS THIS TO 5AY-'
_________

Meeting: Mich. Campaign for Human
Dignity State Group 1 pm, St. Martha's,
Dearborn. 763-4186

"Beehive": Attic Theatre 2 pm (see 6
Thu)

At Generations and
The Farmers' Market

THIS M«»fctM W«IL»

RESULTS Town Meeting: Peace In
Sight 2:05 pm (see 25 Tue)
Swimming: A2 Queer Aquatics Swim
Team 4:30 pm (see 2 Sun)
Services for Lesbians, Gay Men &
Bisexuals 6 pm (see 2 Sun)
Sunday Jazz: Del Rio 6:30 pm (see 2
Sun)
Booked for Sundays Book Group:
Little Professor Book Co. 7 pm. Call
for details. 662-4110
Meeting: Ann Arbor Playwrights 7 pm
(see 16 Sun)
Meeting: Ypsilanti Lesbian, Gay Men,
& Bisexuals' AA 7:30 pm (see 2 Sun)
Israeli Dancing: Hillel 8pm (see2 Sun)
Paul Finkbeiner Session Night: Bird
of Paradise 9:30 pm (see 2 Sun)
A2 "Bluestage": Blind Pig 10 pm (see
2 Sun)

31 Monday
Session III Instructional Swim: A2
Parks & Rec. Veteran's Ice Arena. Pro-
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SERVICES
LESBIAN/GAY/BISEXUAL RIGHTS

GAY MEN'S THERAPY GROUP Ann

FOR RENT

Spiritual Healer-Psychic Counselor
"Awaken Your Light Body"
Private sessions, groups and classes.

Program Associate. 14 hrs/week. Applie.
deadline January 20. Call Jan at American
Friends Service Committee, 761-8283.
NEAR HOSPITAL/U-M Large studio
available Feb. 1. $450/mo. + heat and hot
water. 663-8065, Linda.

"FREE KEVORKIAN" T-shirts & bumper
stickers. From Adrian's, 994-1367. Whole
sale quantity discount.

SERVICES

CAREER GUIDANCE/JOB SEARCH
SYSTEM Unemployed, underemployed,
move off of square one. Ask about inexpen
sive home parties. Licensed professional
counselor. Cull Mark Bennett, 761-9177.

Arbor Counseling Assoc. Contact Bob
Dargel, ACSW. at 996-0918, $30-45.
-SANDRA SHEARS-

CRIMINAL ATTORNEY—Experienced
former Ann Arbor City Prosecutor. Reason
able rates. Ron Plunkett (810) 220-1104.
Brighton.
________

(313)994-0047

SENSUAL GIFTS FOR LOVERS... Shop
Safety Girl for information and sincere assis
tance on a variety of sensual items. Vibra
tors, oils, edibles, lovers' board games, gour
met love baskets and romance kits. Free gift
wrapping. 249 E. Liberty inside Understate
ment, Tues.-Thurs. 1 l-7,Fri. 11-8,Sat. 10-6,
668-0647. Free ostrich love whip w/ this ad.

DAVE'S MASSAGE—Full body,$25.Of
fice calls. Open all but Monday. Call Ypsi
482-8402. Gay friendly. Also foot fetish.
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE & Body work.
16 years of professional experience. A great
gift idea. Call Audrey at 741-9706.

BOOKKEEPING for small businesses or
individuals. General accounting, payroll, ac
counts receivable, taxes. Experienced and
affordable. Call Bob at 761-2509.

PREGNANT? Professional counseling on
all your options. Call Planned Parenthood.
973-0155____________________

PROBLEM PREGNANCY HELP Abor
tion alternatives. 769-7283. Let us help you
choose life.

MEN'S SUPPORT AND COUNSELING
GROUPS Licensed professional counselor.
Small groups; make some noise. 761-9177.

FIND YOUR HEART Lie Marriage &
Family Therapist, down-to-earth, support
ive, interactive. Bob Dargel, ACSW, 9960918.

ENJOY A BODY-MIND VACATION.

DECLASSIFIED
ORDER
FORM

Soothing relaxation with a full-body, warm
oil rubdown. Sensitive, caring, gentle male
touch. (313)597-1985.

INSTRUCTIONS: (questions? call 996-8018)
6,. $2 a line or fraction thereof (30 units per line).

Greg Johnson,
Realtor®
Phone:
JEJ (313)930-8686

THE

MICHIGAN
CROUP

0*»OH1UI)ltT

nCALTORS

Serving the community since 1985.

Getting Zapped? Call

KURT
BERGGREN
Attorney A t Law
Specializing in Employment Termination
Civil Rights& Discrimination*Consumer Protection

Contracts*Personal Injury & Accidents
Social Security & Unemployment'Criminal'Trials

121 W. Washington-Suite 300'Ann Arbor'MI-48104
(313) 996-0722

c,v Deadline: JANUARY 24 for FEBRUARY publication.
i,v Payment (check or money order) must accompany ad.
Mail order form or stop in at our office at 220 S. Main St. (in back of Elmo's T-Shirts).

RES IDENTIAL REAL ESTATE SERVICES

ROSE HOCHMAN
Associate Broker
Tbt? Charles Reinhart Co. Realtors
2200 Green Road, Suite A
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
|| office: 747-7777 ext. 798
'AGENDA reserves the right to reject, cancel, modify, classify, or re-classify any ad.

«- MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO: AGENDA, 220 S. Main, Ann Arbor, Ml 48104

residence: 769-3099 1|

CHEMICAL-FREE SHOP

FROM THE GRASSROOTS

U-M Starts Search for LGMPO Director
The Co-Coordinator leadership structure (one
man, one woman) of the Lesbian-Gay Male Pro
grams Office is now in jeopardy. In early December,
the U-M administration announced that a search
would soon begin to find a "Director" for LGMPO.
The administration is taking advantage of the
position opening created by the resignation of Billie
Edwards, former LGMPO Co-Coordinator, to make
the structural change. Their proposed move would
dismantle a leadership structure that was created
(and has been maintained) in the interest of gender
parity, since LGMPO was founded in 1971. While a
single directorship may be bureaucratically efficient,
it would compromise gender parity and the func
tional leadership of LGMPO. Further, such leader
ship would be seriously inimical to the concerns of
the tri-polar sexual orientation of LGMPO's constitu
ency. (Please note that while bisexual concerns are
not currently reflected in LGMPO's title, the title will
soon be formally changed.)
Jim Toy, current full-time LGMPO Co-Coordina
tor, has stated that in his opinion the continuation of
the Co-Coordinatorship would be in the best interest
of LGMPO. If, however, the administration's pro
posal to appoint a single Director becomes a prac
tical reality, Toy hopes that the new Director will be
a lesbian or bisexual womar\of color.
gram for all ages. Times and days vary w/ skill level,
runs 8 weeks. Pre-school & K, S43/S48 non-res. All
others, S53/S59 non-res. 994-2780
Front Runners 5 pm (see 3 Mon)
Tenant Talk: A2 Tenants Union 6:30 pm (see 3 Mon)
Teen Les/Bi/Gay Support Group 7 pm (see 10 Mon)
Multiple Sclerosis Support Group 7 pm (see 3 Mon)
Shamanic Journeys: Creation Spirituality 7:30 pm
(see 3 Mon)
Writers Series: Guild House 8:30 pm, 802 Monroe.
Poetry by Robin Jameson and Michael Collino. 6625189
Social for Lesbians, Bisexual People, & Gay Men:
Canterbury House 8:45 pm (see 3 Mon)
Bird of Paradise Orchestra: Bird of Paradise 9:30
pm (see 3 Mon)

Whetherthe vacant position is filled by a new CoCoordinator or a Director, the person hired will need
to evince solid qualities of leadership, including:
acceptable levels of future vision; a commitment to
clearly-stated goals and positive, possible, actionoriented objectives; a command of abstract reason
ing and concrete detail; clear and fluent oral and
writing skills; honest, open, and consistent sharing of
information; experience working in a complex orga
nization; willingness to delegate tasks and oversee
the accomplishment of them; efficient self-manage
ment; efficient and empathetic management of oth
ers; and a respectful demeanor toward bureaucratic
superiors, peers, and subordinates. These are quali
ties, of course, that any middle- or upper-level Uni
versity administrator should possess.
It is essential that the "new hire" have a history of:
advocating for the rights and concerns of lesbigay
people; educating heterosexual individuals and
groups about lesbigay issues; working with student
organizations; and providing educational and social
programming. The person hired will also need to
have thorough training and experience in crisis coun
seling, group facilitation, and the training of peer
educators, counselors, and group workers.
The new LGMPO administrator must have a
working knowledge of the many different facets of
the lesbigay community and respect for them, includ
ing differences of: sexual orientation; gender; race
and ethnicity; educational, social, and economic
class; physical and mental ability; religious belief;
political belief; and degrees of closetedness and
outness. And perhaps above all, the new worker will
need to be positively lesbigay in regard to self and
others. That person must relate with empathy and
understanding to the needs and concerns of our
sisters and brothers who are struggling with selfhatred, self-doubt or confusion about about their
sexual oriental ion (which may lead. as we well know,
to self-isolation, the establishment of dysfunctional
intimate relationships, substance abuse, or suicidal
thought and behavior).
If the University administration institutes and
carries through a sincere and well-crafted national
search, a pool of acceptable candidates should
emerge.
To express your concerns, contact Richard
Carter, Associate Dean, Office of Student Affairs,
764-7420; and LGMPO, 763-4186.

As we move into 1994, the year of "Stonewall
25," the future of LGMPO depends upon your watch
ful support We all must be vigilant to endeavor to
help ensure that the LGMPO's visibility, direction,
role, functions, programs, safe environment, and
budget are maintained. Best wishes to everyone!
And thanks for your help in 1993!
Gay Liberation Front's Purpose is to provide
information, counseling, and related social services
for people concerned about sexual orientation. We
maintain a hotline for crisis intervention, peer coun
seling and referral. We help provide factual informa
tion to offset prejudice and misinformation about
Lesbians, Gay men, and Bisexual people. We work
to obtain human and civil rights for all, regardless of
sexual orientation. We help organize groups for
Lesbians, Gay men, and Bisexual people and are a
link to other community groups.
Community Services include: a Hotline for
crisis intervention, peer counseling, referral. Educa
tion: workshops and conferences on concerns of
Lesbians, Gay men, and Bisexual people with an
emphasis on how people in the "helping professions"
and 'leaching professions" can work positively with
clients, patients, & students who are Lesbians, Gay
men, and Bisexual people Speakers Bureau: phone
for information. Human & Civil Rights: information
and referral to help people who are being discrimi
nated against because of their actual or presumed
sexual orientation or because of their presumed
"cross-gender" characteristics; lobbying for human
and civil rights. Community Organization and Liai
son: information and assistance inorganizing groups,
setting goals, addressing conflict, linking with other
groups and resources.
Gay Liberation Front Meetings vary according
to purpose; we do most of our work in subcommittees
(counseling, groupwork, education, civil rights). Call
for time and place. Gay Liberation Front includes UM students, staff, faculty and people from the larger
communities. We have a president, vice president,
secretary and treasurer. We're a registered non
profit organization.

Gay Liberation Front, c/o 3116 Michigan
Union, 530 S. State, Ann Arbor, Ml 481091349; 763-4186.
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HAIRCUTS
207
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663-HAIR

TATTOOS

BY MARY XMAS
FEATURING WORKS
BY CARL FISCIIER

DOMES, SKULLS &
OTHER ODDITIES
HOSPITAL STERILIZATION
WALK-IN OB BY APPOINTMENT

617 E. UMVKKMTY, Sim:226<AB<>\ETA«:<»BKU.)
ANN AKUOU, MI 48104 • (313) 663-5526

PILAU'S

Authentic
Salvadoran Cuisine
Catering for all occasions
Small and Large Orders
•Tamales
'Pupusas
•Quesadilla »Much more

lS|313)9fP

different atmospheres in one unique cafe
NEW
TV/Smoking Room
The second floor
smoke-free "SOLARIUM

in a special
benefit
performance
for

The busy
and exciting
street-level caf6

Espresso • Cappuccino • Gourmet Teas
Fresh French Pastries • Yerba Mate • Haagen Dazs Ice Cream
Fresh Juice Bar (Over 40 Fresh-Squeezed Drinks)
Mediterranean Salads • Spinach & Cheese Pies
Deli Sandwiches

I Small Cappuccino I
I

I

with any sandwich
or French dessert

I

(Expires 1/31/94)

|

OPEN
24 HOURS

I•
II

FREE
Bagel

I with any cappuccino
drink purchase

During study
days
and finals |
^^jj^AjlU|AjliJiJC^H

(Expires 1/31/94)

HOURS: 7:30 am-3 am weekdays & 8:30 am-3 am weekends
1110 South University, Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 • 761-8600

a lesbian, gay, and feminist bookstore
Checkout
Big Dave's new release:

see our collection of
books, music,
t-shirts, cards
& more

on the Schoolkids'
Label!

DOORS OPEN AT 9:30 PM

215 south 4th avenue, arm arbor, michigan 48104
(313) 663-0036

I
I

|

